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OF MEN FROM WAR

TRADING WRECKS

heavy struggle against half the world.
A new and treacherous
enemy has
Joined our foes, hut I uni glad to bu
able to tell you that
under Field Marshal von Macken-seure advancing victoriously in the
Dobrudjit. In telephonic conversation
with his majesty the kaiser lust night,
Ids majesty ordered me to tell you
that u decisive victory hud been won
over the Rouinuiikiu and Russian
armies." This announcement of Roumanian defeat moved the cripples und
consumptives to u puthetlcally weuk
"Hurrah," which strengthened us the
aged prince called for three cheers for
Kaiser Wllhelm und Kulser Franz Joseph.
Then they were allowed to come
iisimre. Willi the neatness of a
military evolution, German
ambulance men swarmed up the gangplank, and two and two they led, more
often carried, Ihe released prisoners
off the ship, set them ou their feet and
led them to be presented to the prince
and his entourage, ufter which they
were placed III chairs about the tables
In the long dining sheds. Cigars,
cigarettes, picture postal cards anil
German newspapers were distributed
among them; bunches of oak leaves
were fastened on tliein by enthusiastic
women ; they were dined und wined
and becred to the limit, and enjoyed the
process hugely, but they were also required to do some work. Soldiers of
the local garrison passed from table to
table, subjoining printed lists and
photographs of missing German soldiers and ollicers to them, which they
were asked to examine and, if they
could identify any of the names or
photographs, give uny Information possible regarding the missing.
Then, one at a time, the exchanged
German prisoners were led out of the
dining room to u nearby dressing room
and there stripped of their worn uniforms, which were replaced by brand-neequipment. The pride on their
faces as they limped back looking like
real soldiers again was worth noting,
ami more than one looked us If he still
had u lot of light left in him. It wiis
one of the most remarkable lightning
changes I had seen In the course of the
war.
The Lands! arm bund never stopped
playing during these proceedings, discoursing chiefly military marches, with
native dances thrown in for the benefit
the Germans
of the
well knowing und making ample use of
the tonic effect of brass hand music;
and it was worth while watching the
rapid reaction of the liberated prisoners to it.
Returned Prisoners Quarantined.
Three hours later ull were loaded
Into waiting hospital trains, the Germans to be transported to a quarantine
hospital in Bremen, the
to quarantine stations on the
border, where they
will be detained for au observation
period of 17 days. Then they will be
allowed to return to their homes.
These occasional little war cameos
bring home to you the seamy side of
the war as no great battle picture can;
you realize what the war means to the
Innocent individual, and not a lield of
a thousand dead will 1111 you with such
horror and repugnance to the whole
business us this prisoner ship film.
And Just us moving us the return of
s
was the departlie
ture of the Russian exchange prisoners
early this morning.
The local stages that had carried
summer guests betweeu the station and
the hotels, these coughing consumptives were brought from town down
to the waterfront, where they (deleted
by the censor) were led or carried by
German ambulance men on to the Aeolus and (technically) Swedish soil.
They were free men, but they didn't
look It. They drooped in steamer chairs
and on the benches that paralleled the
steamer rails like a lot of very wet
chickens. They looked broken In body
and spirit, but tills appearance was In
part deceptive. Swedish nurses circulated among them and gave each Russian a paper bag containing n first
breakfast a white roll sausage sandwich.
The released prisoners brightened up and proceeded to take a new
Interest in life.
Swedes Feed the Russians.
Even before the Aeolus sailed, immediately ufter the first, a second breakfast was served to the Russians by the
Swedes, who went on the
sensible theory that the best cure for
melancholy is a full stomach. Swedish
Red Cross nurses now distributed
plates heaped with boiled sausages and
potatoes, with a knife, fork and spoon,
to each Russian prisoner, to the great
puzzlement of not a few of them. One
Russian, whom I wntched carefully,
tucked the knife In his boot top and
snt on the plated fork and spoon, then
comfortubly nte boiled potatoes und
tore up the sausage with his fingers.
One of the young Swedish girls gave
him his first Instruction In the manipulation of polite table hardware, and as
long us she watched him he made a
noble effort to carve the sausage with
his knife; the moment she left he relapsed Into the primitive again.
The members of this consumptive
crew- - were obviously going home but to
die. Yet as the hospital ship slowly
headed Into the Baltic they too saw
some bright mirage of a new existence.
Those who could stand rose to attention and saluted the German officers
on the pier, who returned the salute;
and as the Aeolus moved off Sweden-war- d
the continuous consumptive
coughing of those Russians, sounding
like a distant machine gun, waa broken
by a faint, feeble cheer to the watchers on shore.
To date, in round numbers 17,000
Russians have been exchanged here at
Sassnits for 8,000
and 2,000 Germans.
Gerinun-Ilulgnrl-ati- s

PRISONS OF GERMANY AND RUSSIA
Witnesses Repatriation of Teutons and Departure
'
.Russians Consumptives Selected by Germans From
Various Camps to Avoid Infecting Other

Correspondent
of

Released Captives.
By CYRIL

BROWN,

Correspondent of New York Times.
(Carried by Rulminrlne IXMilsclilatnl.)
tiussultz. I have experienced much
ou iiiiiny fronts, but never so polgnant-I- '
the pure essence of tragedy as
"when the dead awaken" the moment
prisonwhen hopelessly
ers ure metamorphosed hy the Illusory
hope of u new existence from dnml)
brutes, deiiilrned liy long captivity tmd
physical misfortune, Into men again;
when they touch home soil, if they lire
Germans or Austrians, or leave the enemy's shores forever if they ure RusSlllllS.

Ccn, rally once,
frequently throe
times u week, this dramatic episode
Is played on the strand of the Hal tic
lit the pleasant summer resort of Sass-lilton the emerald island of Itucgcn,
Jive hours' sail from the Swedish port
of Tivllohorg. when the good ship of
mercy, ih Swedish lied Cross hospital
ship Aeolus, old seining Captain Brand
commanding, brings its pitiful freight
of exchanged prisoners from Itussiu
anil loads a similar retina cargo. Owing to the general Russian offensive,,
which so taxed the Russian strategic
railways that no rolling slock could he
npnred for the shipment of prisoners
to Sweden, this humane exchange hail
U lis,
hecu suspended for several
hut
was uhle to witness its resumption.
To net the complete picture you must
begin wllh a lour of Ihis little,

slaid seaside town. The
summer girl has none homo to Iterlin
and the provinces. The stony strand
Is deserted of happy children and
(deleted hy cenanxious grown-ups- .
sor.) The venders of nmher souvenirs
of picture
u specialty of Sassnilz
postals, memorial shells and edihles
are hoarding up their hooths. Stive
for n few helated holidaying stragglers,
the modest seaside lintels are dead
yi'l your trained nose detects an
air of expectancy ahoiit
town.
For Ihis Is exchange-prisone- r
fortti-ntit- e
day, tin event In the life of this
f
community, where otherwise the waves of war cause hardly a
faint ripple. Native heauties young
trills and others of a more matronly
topography dressed ill white, are hurrying strniidward hearing hunches of
early fall flowers and of oak leaves,
with which to decorate Dm returning
far-of-

heroes.
An
Shipment.
The Times correspondent meanwhile
visits the local music hall, where the
Russian prisoners to he exchanged lire
lieddeil, having had a thorough enforced rest preparatory to standing the
nhort hut rough Baltic crossing to Sweden. I find more Russians in the
hotel mid other hotels nhout ".SO
of Ihem all victims of tuberculosis.
'This arouses curlosliy, hut proves no
coincidence. They have heen carefully
picked from the prison rumps of Austria and Germany for an
shipment si nslhle segregation
rather than to have a sprinkling of
sulTerers Infecting a
Ini.wd shipment of cripples.
These
poor wretches lie hacking and cough-lug- ,
tunny obviously in advanced stages
of the disease, In cols on the floor and
stage of the music hall, their fares
nre Impressive, hopeless. Captivity
lias turned gray the unkempt hair and
beards of many; but there lire also
broken youths, some mere hojs. The
bull; of them have been shipped from
Austrian ramps, as the Russians have
(deleted l.y he censor) more
than German prisoners anil
rotucnnciitly exchange more
than Germans.
The Austrian!) are sending home
their prisoners In good shape as to
equipment. A new pair of black leather boots stands at the foot of each cot,
und beside them lies a new convict suit
of dark brown material, with n round
cap to match. The equipment furnished to returning Russian prisoners
was formerly not so good, I learned;
thorp a; obviously a laudable desire to
Improve, however. The Russians lire
already having a foretaste of liberty
n touch of neutrality, at least in the
shape of n pretty little Red Cross
nurse. Hiss Marie Oestlin, who has
been In Anierlea; In fact, had nurse-hooconferred on her by the Illinois
Training school of Chicago. Miss Oestlin, who has much to say In praise of
American liuinanltiirinnisni, notably of
the splendid work done by American
Red Cross surgeons and nurses during
the war, has been continuously on duty
In Sassnilz since August, 191.1, ministering to Russian exchange prisoners,
mid wears part of her material reward
In the form of Austrian and German
Red Cross medals on her starched
Swedish uniform.
In n private room In the Viktorla
hotel I meet and try to talk with n
handful of Russian officers, the only
nonconsumptlves in the shipment, but
make little headway, as one Is a Cossack captain, who does not speak Rus-ilaand nil nre Impervious to Broadway German, bnd French, and alleged
Spanish.
Town and Harbor Bedecked.
Voices outside proclaim that the
boipltal ship Aeolus has been sighted.
Armed German bandsmen, army and
navy officers, soldiers, sailors, townsmen, women, children, dogs and neu- Vik-tori- a

while-plagu- e

I

Austro-llimgarlu- i)

Auslro-Ilungaria-

d

tral correspondents are nil hurrying
lo the strand us the small
Sassnitji llafen railroad station, well
known to American tourists who have
voyaged to or from Sweden by the
'I'relleliorg route. The Aeolus Is rounding the long breakwater; at her
she Hies the Red Cross flag,
and, like all neutral ships that travel
these precarious world-wa- r
waters she
has her national colors yellow cross
on blue lield painted on her sides.
She also wears full gala flag dress;
hut the little port Is Hugged, so are the
great steamer ferries that transport
whole freight trains between Sweden
anil iormany, and Hugged, too, is the
German Irawler fleet within the breakwater.
The usual agitation that accompanies steamer arrivals the world over
seizes those on shore, Including the
two score of
young girls
and matrons who garrison certain long,
low, gray sheds where
tables have heen set for 300, Including also the local lanilsturm band,
which goes Into battle formation beside the lauding stage; Including also
certain (icrmati ollicers replete with il
sense of duly and importance; including also the Inevitable prince who Is
to he the orator of the sad, happy occasion, anil who, I dare say, Is thinkwords
ing hard of those
A pathetic
he is about to deliver.
touch, it seems. Unit there are no
friends or relatives to welcome those
sorry, broken war tourists. And then
follow a few moments which even
hardened war correspondents won't
forget, as the little Swedish hospital
steamer creeps shoreward and moors
at the quay.
Il Is as strange a ship's company as
you are likely ever to see docked. The
exchange prisoners are massed ou the
fore and after decks, and line the
rail, some eagerly leaning over toward
land and liberty, others too far gone,
sunk in apathy from which seemingly
nothing can arouse them. The overwhelming, majority are
soldiers; there is n sprinkling of
ollicers and of Germans.
When they are within fifteen feet
of shore the lanilsturm hand begins
playing Ihe Herman national anthem,
"Hell dir im Siegeskraiiii," which is
likewise "(lod Save Ihe King" und "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee," those on shore
joining in discordant chorus. It is
to note how the magic of
music stirs the souls of the sorry
prisoner crew; how military discipline
slowly triumphs over physical ami
mental suffering. The few Austrian
ollicers on the deck of the Aeolus are
the first to salute and stand snapplly
at altenlion,
though several are
propped on crutches, together with the
sprinkling of (ierinan prisoners whose
iron discipline is the quickest to reassert itself. The lame, halt, and blind,
and the
ami
the
paralyzed, Including one hideously misshapen gargoyle hung between two
crutches these Germans all react as
one man to the patriotic air and
struggle to straighten up, and some of
them painfully succeed in stiffening
rigidly to parade posture anil snlute
their flag In regulation fashion, while
the worst damaged, for whom this is
a physical Impossibility, salute with
rigid heads, some only with their eyes.
The less damaged
soldiers (deleted hy the censor) joined
their (lennan comrades In misfortune,
and were moved to spirited enthusiasm
when Ihe I.andsturm band next played
the Austrian national anthem, which
slowly affected even the most seriously
rrippled and roused them from their
dead stupor. Austrian caps, one after
the other, were doffed; bared, bowed
heads were thrown back again with
something of pride; these frowzy, shabby wrecks of soldiers, (deleted by the
censor), being of softer metal than the
Germans, were many of them moved to
tears by the tune of their nntionul anthem.
They were not nllowed to come
ashore at once. There was still some
official ceremonial to be run off. While
women on shore tossed flowers, cigars,
and cigarettes to them, which the
physically able eagerly grabbed after,
the Swedish national anthem had still
to be played and sung us a deserved
tribute to the good neutral offices that.
bad made possible tills humane exchange of prisoners; the prince of
and
I'uthus,
and wearing the field gray uniform of
n colonel of Prussian Uhlans, blazing
with orders, there ns the kniser's personal representative, and owning half
the Island of Ruegen, on which the prisoners were nhout to land, had still to
mount an improvised rostrum bowered
with pine branches und deliver his address of welcome.
Welcomed by a Prince.
"Comrades," he said in that husky
bark peculiar to German officers long
accustomed to command, "in the name
of the kaiser and nil Germany I welcome you, returning heroes, to home
soil." The damaged heroes continued
to stand at patient, respectful attention. "Tour term of languishing In
enemy Imprisonment Is happily over;
your fatherland will do all it possibly
can to repay your sacrifice by caring
for you.
"Yet stand our Joined fatherid&fe In
downhill
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fODbe merciful unto us, and bless us; and cause his face to shine upon

ii

us:r S elah. That thy way may be known upon Earth, thy saving
1.1
i
neaura
anion g all nations. Let jthe people praise Thee, O God; let all the
i
se Thee. Then shall the Earth yield her increase; and God,
peop le
even oor own God, shall bless us. God shall bless us; and all the ends of

the Earth
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From ihe 67th Psalm.
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HasTiosv Precious
'
Gift
a
AS evening of this week it occurred
to a man, silting alone In an upper
room, that Thanksgiving
day was
right at hand. So he bestirred his
mind to. consider those things for
which an American might sensibly
rhtT,hf iim frrntlttido tn God.
Tit
n .iwtrd that across the Atlantic millions
of human beings were at that very moment engaged in the dreadful task of killing other human
beings with every invention which Ingenuity nnd
skill could bring forth from the laboratories of
science and the workshops of industry.
In other lands nt that very moment tens of
thousands upon tens of thousands of helpless
folk feeble, aged men nnd women, mothers with
Indies clinging convulsively to their breasts, little
children sobbing In terror, u vast army of the Innocent nnd the anguished were enduring the extremities of exposure, of hunger, nnd of despair
ns they fled from their wasted farmsteads and
burning villages, escaping from the pitiless cruelty
of savage men only to lie down to suffer and die
under the pitiless skies of God in the winter nnd
the bitter storms.
At that very moment most dreadful war hid
half the world In the blackness of Its darkness
and from that horrid cloud rained destruction
upon unhappy Europe upon her ancient capitals,
upon her pleasant cities, upon her villages, her
fields, her temples, her treasures of art, upon all
the accumulations of n thousand yenrs of genius,
of learning, of Industry, of skill nnd of pntlent
advancement of the happiness nnd the civilization
of the race of man.
So he that considered nil this wickedness thnt
was being done under the sun, this dri'nken dance
of deatli nnd hell above the fetid corpses nnd the
multitudinous graves, this awful nlghtmnre of Indescribable woe nnd wrath, said In the bitterness
of his heart that no God ruled over such a maniac
world nnd there was no thanksgiving due to the
Giver of Gifts thnt were not good, but everyone
altogether evil.
And when the mnn had made an end of his
thinking, he went and stood In a window and
looked out upon the evening, because It was fair
to see.
He snw in vision at that Instnnt the vnstness
of the republic nnd the multitude of the good' and
happy folk who live under the shelter of its
strength. He reflected how brief a time had thy's
mngnlfied the works of our pioneer fathers' and
our pioneer mothers, those brave and simple men
nnd women whose names should never be mentioned with anything but profound gratitude.
And to this American, glad with a great pride
In the deeds of his people and the story of his
country, nnd grateful to the Goodness which hns
guided nnd sheltered his fnthers nnd his folk,
lifted up his eyes to the night, to the quiet stars,
to the brooding Immensity above, and said in his
N

1

heart:

"Thnnk God that 1 am an American!"
And, citizens, thnt is the one outstnndlng,
splendid fact for which each one of us should
soberly nnd most gratefully thank God on Thanksgiving day this year.
The finest thing you possess or ever can posIt Is
sess Is Just your American citizenship.
neither necessary nor becoming, on this day or
on any othef djr, to cheapen this birthright of
ours by brag or spreadeagle declamation.
.But It Is highly becoming on this Thanksgiving
day to feel a deep gratitude and a manly pride
in this heritage.
WHERE THEY CALL HIM "CHARLIE."

malned with It 49 years. Generations
of students have been served by ber
Varie Trognon, Who Served Many and passed on to become members of
the academies, professors, celebrated
Notables in Popular Cafe, Succumbs In Paris.
politicians or high functionaries of

WAITRESS

49

YEARS IS DEAD

.

N

Paris. The Latin quarter, Paris,
and perhaps the world, lost a record
holder this week by the death of Marie Trognon, waitress In a popular restaurant on the students' boulevard St.
This restaurant was opened
Michel.
for the exhibition of 1807, and Marie
Joined t as waitress and has rt--

state.

tlon to the post- - She waa full of recollections of the war of 1870 and tbe
Commune, arid could recall the names
of any number of ministers, senators,
deputies, prefects, judges and colonial
governors, on whom she had waited
during their student days.

Their sons and grandsons have
taken their places and Marie used to
Literal Promise,
send ber compliments to them when
"Uncle Bill promises me
vacation time came and her young customers were going borne. Many of ber time on his farm."
"Ue'U give you a rousing
old customers came later to take a
meal at .their old tables and Marie fear. It will be somewhere
would then praise the rising genera- - In th saornlng."

Charles M. Schwab, the Bethlehem steel king. Is
His
probably the most beloved "boss" in America. were
men sny there would be no strikes if others
like him. The American Magazine prints an article about him In which this occurs :
"They call him 'Charlie' at Homestead; he Is
Charlie' when he goes back there now to visit the
boys.' Those who were there In the old days
long they
a rousing he still knows by Dame, and Just hqw
hare been on tbe Job. When he went down to
as presitime, dont Homestead to say good by, after resigning
thousand
about Art dent of the Carnegie Steel company, fire
.

seem to slumber in the soft bed of
pence nnd security. But let war' come
against the land and no man need doubt thnt thut
spirit will spring up Instantly awake.
We can rightfully he grateful that It has fallen
(o our happy lot to live In this most wonderful
of nil ages and to be citizens of tills most wonship; that our poor folk care little for the Ideals
derful of all the nations.
of free government ; that we Americnns are deLet your hearts swell with Just pride as you
cadent In tho virtues mid 'vnlor which marked
.
our fathers.
contemplate your country, so august, so splendid,
so renowned In the earth.
That is not true.
Look upon your flag ns It streams Its bright
If there be any power In the world which plots
folds yonder nbove your heads with proud nnd
war against us Americans nnd promises Itself vichnppy eyes. Remember how honorable Is Its
tory over us on the assumption of our decadence
story, and forget not how many thousands of
In loyalty, that power, will find how terrible was
brave and good men died thnt It might wave yonIts mistake when o'ur country calls her sons to
der, the ensign of n free people.
battle In her defense.
Tell to your children the story of their foreWe have, It Is true, In our capacity as n colbears, of those men nnd women who, amid the
lective people, left undone things that should
wilderness and forests thnt stood where now
have been done nnd done things which should
stund mighty cities nnd stretch cultivnted farms,
hnve been left undone; nnd there Is more truth
erected, with hardships nnd endurance and most
than there should he in much that Is jeerlngly.
heroic faith and vnlor, the noble edifice of our
snld by those who hate us.
We acknowledge that much of our politics ofrepublican liberties.
fends common decency.
Spcnk to them of Bunker Hill nnd Valley Forgo
and Saratoga and Yorktown, and of the great
We see, here and there, painful evidence of corpeclarntlon that most famous Charter of Huruption among lawmakers and even among the
man Freedom.
fudges, who should know only Justice and InTell them to thank God for their fathers' and
tegrity.
mothers' hardihood and courage, for tho wars
We see rich men who do betrny their country
nnd foul their hands nnd soil their souls with
they fought, for the victories they won.
Tell sthem to salute their flag with high and
most infnmous dealings and most shameful
proud hearts.
profits.
Tell them to thank God this Thanksgiving, day
We see Americans who do put the dollar above
that they are Americans.
every consideration of right and duty, above the
And then do you soberly, gratefully, proudly
claims of our common humanity.
But while these things are true. It Is true, also
thnnk God yourself that you nre an American,
Oh, dear and mighty motherland, whnt better
that the heart nnd conscience of the American
gift or more to be desired could God give thnn to
people, take them as a nation, are sound nnd
be born nnd .to die, strong Daughter of Liberty,
sane und wholesome.
between thy shining feet! From the Chicago
The blood of our fathers still runs In the veins
American.
of their sons. The spirit of the nation may In
AAA.A.....AAAAAAAAAA.A.AAAAAAAAAA.AA.....-...,.......- ..
' ' flP, .fl AAAAAj
deed

And so we tinnly believe you do feel.
We all hear It repeated that patriotism Is a
thing of. the past; that our people' have become
commercialized ; that the masses have no deep-roote- d
Royalty to the country ; that ur rich men
put dollurs above the obligations of their citizen-

long-enjoy-
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U. S. TROOPS MAY USE CACTUS FOR WATER

In the pursuit of Villa nnd his bandits through
the arid regions of northern Mexico the United
n
Stntes troops traversed a region whose only
Is the barbed nnd forbidding cactus. To
any but n cowboy or a trained plainsman of the
Southwest, Inhabitants themselves of tlie "cactus
belt," this plant seemingly hns no more value than
the veriest weed, but it may well be that It may
prove of great value to the troops In the absence
of water, fodder, or even food for human beings.
In the punitive expedition there are many cow
punchers of the "cactus belt" serving as scouts,
and in the cowboy' and the Indian of the Southwest the lowly cactus has Its greatest admirer, for
they know what a game struggle for life this plant
has to make ngnlnst an unloved desert soil. Even
their ponies and cattle and the poor beasts of the
desert know of these uses of the cactus for water
and fodder, says the New York Herald.
There are some thousand varieties of this monstrous vegetable family, not counting the 300 varieties of the agave, or century plant Incorrectly
Included by many In northern Mexico. The varieties of the yucca palm and all other forms of
vegetation known to tbe arid region have the same
faculty of sucking up from the soil every drop of
the all too little moisture In it and storing it up In
their tough and leathery leaves and roots.
Of the many varieties perhaps the most remarkable Is that member of the family known to those
schooled In desert craft as the "water barrel." This
plant Is shaped somewhat like a beer keg and Is
about the same size. Through all the years of .Its
growth It has been sopping up what moisture the
famished earth contained and retaining it It is the
sole reliance of desert dwellers in time of drought,
and the troops, far from water holes and with water scarce, may yet be obliged to drink from it
The "water barrel" Is tapped by slicing off tbe
top with a sword or machete and pounding ttte
pulp nntil the water contained in It wells up into
vege-tatio-

men turned out In a body to wish him good luck.
" "God bless you, Charlie 1' 'Here's good luck to
you, Charlie I' they shouted.'
"'Do I know him well? said one grizzled employee at Homestead. 'Is it Charlie Schwab you
mean? Shure, don't I mind the first day he came
here? An' didn't I work wid him for years? Wld.
him, mind you. Not for him. Shure, 1 helped cut
the first piece of steel that ever went out of this
mill. There Isn't a man here that don't give his
good will to Charlie Schwab. There'd be no strikes
tn Ameriky li ivry boss was like him. The first
day be come I says to him, says I, "Have you a
match
"I have four," says be, "an you're wel- .

r

I

tlie saucer thus formed. The pulp Itself Is pure
nnd the wuter stored in It Is likewise pure and refreshing.
g
Not all the
cacti are as gracious to
furnishing man, however, as the "water barrel," for
most of them have protected themselves against
the maraudings of those who would drink and live
by Imparting a bitter taste to the water they contain. The "peyote" especially, which abounds In
the plains nnd deserts of Arizona, has a trick of
discouraging depredations upon It, for Its plump
and Juicy pulp secretes a bitter and poisonous
juice.
In the last dozen years scientists have Interested
themselves In the study of the cactus for Its possibilities as food, fodder and economic
Dr. Leon E. Lnndone, foremost In the study of this
desert plant, several years ago conducted extensive
experiments In Los Angeles to ascertain the value
of the thornless cactus as an article of food for
human beings. In an eiTort to prove bis contention thnt it contains food properties sufficient to
ennble a man to work 18 hours a day, he and his
two secretaries for two weeks lived on a dally diet
of the leaves and fruit of the cactus, the former
being served green or fried and the latter either
raw or cooked. While the "cactus squad" sur
vived the experience and professer to have en--.
Joyed their novel diet. It Is a fact that tbe cactus
never has attained the popularity of a filet mignon.
In the whole vegetable kingdom probably there
is not another plant family having so many dlf-- ferentlntlons of form as the cacti. For It Is possible to find among them species that crawl and
creep like vines, other than stand erect in a single
unbending stalk, like a green living monument of
the desert ; still others that are rooted to the spot,
with their highest growth close to the ground ami
bearing almost no resemblance to usual forms of
vegetation, and others, again, that branch out In
tntck unblooming branches.
water-bearin-

x
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come to thtm," be says. "Thanks I" says L "What's
your name!" "It's Schwab," says he, "Charlie
. . . An' faith, he'd give me a match
Schwab
luuujr H IJUll'll Ha U9 WHO ULICT giviu IK lO &UO
thin.' "

r

THE BRUTE.
Mrs. Willis Wake up, John! Wake up I
Mr. WUllB WhaVs the matter?
Mrs. Willis I hear a harsh, grating noise, t
think someone Is trying the door.
Mr. Willis Nonsense. It's some rat trying that

cake yon made today.

Life.

In Woman's Realm
e
Nothing but the
Fojk Seems to Satisfy the
of Women Today All Kinds of Supple Materials
Luxurious Bags a
Employed in Its Making
Feature of Dress Accessories.
One-Piec-

All

at once

nil

Maine to California, hnve waked up
find themselves Inspired by a single
thought, am! that Is a desire for a
frock "a la chemise." With one
accord they are demanding straight-hangin- g
gowns with little or no definition at all at the waistline.
Very soft satin, crepe georgette, or
other supple materials ore demanded
for these frocks, which would not be
graceful in any other sort of fabric.
e
The shapeliness of the
frock
one-pie-

one-piec-

STAR OF THE MOVIES

RED MAN

AND REDUCE THE HIGH COST OF LIVING

Ma-jorl- ty

By DR. SAMUEL

rl

if

Q. DIXON,

Commissioner of Health of Pennsylvania.

the women, from and oil the shop windows are featur

to

EMULATE THE ABSTEMIOUS

The children of the Iroquois Indians, it is eaid, were trained to eat
frugally and taught that overeating was far worse than undereating. They
were warned that gluttons would be
s,
caught by a monster known as
who would humiliate them in a most terrible manner if he found
that they were gourmands.
With the price of foodstuffs soarins to almost unheard-o- f figures, in
thousands of households the question of where and how to save on the
, ...
.
.
,
.
.
....i
a" important one. Most people eat more than they need,
""IT1
This is particularly true of that class of individuals engaged in sedentary
Sago-dawku-

ing them.
No one Is satisfied with Just one ex
ample of the fine art of needlework us
it appears in these lovely conceits, and
there are nil sorts of Jjngs for nil sorts
of purposes. Those for wear with uf- ternoon gowns ond those for shopping
are larger than the guy and
occupations.
mented little vanity bags that might
,
..t numl. Jou TOme unucr
j ,luli ll;ul
1 Kl"a" 'uu uo
um ncm
suppose
stand for a smile translated Into satlu
and gold lace, they are so pleasing. you trv 8 few experiments. Make some slight investigation of the nutri-N- o
one need worry this year as to the tive values of the different foods, cut
your excessive allowances, eat slowly,
and drink plenty of water but not at mealtimes.
It is said that the Indians had but two regular meals a day. The
Iroquois had but one. Certain it is that an increasing percentage of our
population succumb to degenerative diseases and the consensus of medical
opinion is that overeating is an important causative factor.

...

Mother's

Cook Book

li' ASniNOTON.
maw

New comes the high cost of
The rapacious
of Mars, In consuming every conceivable resource, has not passed
even
the
stuudurds
for
men
by
which
die nt his nltur.
Loral flag denlers report thnt the
flag, which Is the best
nnd formerly wns the most used
jtjf
ftVtH MA
now hns utmost fullen Into disUP ARE Ml
j use on account of the Increnslng cost
S&2
of the goods. The
Aug
hns neurly supplanted Its worthier
competitor. At that the cost of cotton
und dyes hns so incrensed thnt It costs
nlmost ns much to produce a cotton
flag as it did In antebellum times to
manufacture n woolen one. The cost
of a woolen flag has Increased about
70 per cent nnd the end Is not yet. Asked whether the tremendous Increase
In exrurt of cotton, coupled with the existing shortage, would stop the
of flags, Arthur Copeland, president of the M. G. Copeland company,
declared the people of the country would always Insist on having finest, and
cited historical instances of the use of rugs us standards when nothing else
wus available as evidence of the lengths to which patriots will go. Mr. Copeland added that while the present situation Is serious, It did not seem to
threaten a suspension of flag production.
"The cost of dyes Is a factor which makes for expensive flags," said Mr.
Copeland.
N,'

9

t.i.

Is Ruflicleiit

States

nin-torl-

much-orna-

shelled peanuts
amount.

High Cost of Flags Now Hits the United

cotton-huntin-

ftlNOtltiTOOO

'

'
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Earle Williams.

Matinee Idol
for this Is featured in of the film world, who
"The Scurlet Itunuer." a
recent release.

Nuggets.
Around the World.
Cook together u cupful each of white
and
brown
sugar nnd n half cupful of
Science Is slowlv but surely nrovlns
Spain has been practicing Irrigation First-Aithat the Kreat preventive of human mis- water to the soft ball singe; add a
Girl Pupils Were Too Much fop Jimmie
d
ery, moral and delinquency and crime Is quarter of a tenspoonful of soda, Just for more than a century, its first canal
food cducutiun.
as It Is taken off, stir In a half cup- having been begun In 1S14.
i
To Judge horse-raceful of nuts nnd pour over a
u Frenchman THE first-aiCandy for the Children.
class, now being held under the Joint auspices of the American
bus
Invented a camera that is operated
National lied Cross anil the Navy league in Washington, doesn't even
Pates nre most wholesome for n egg white, and bent until linn enough
sweetmeat or for various combina- to drop by spoonfuls on a buttered by u winning horse breaking n thread. know bis u ime. So we'll call blni "Jimmie."
John Mulmberg of Manchester, N.
Jinimle Is u messenger boy nnd a
The following Is sheet.
tions in candy.
.
II., has such large struv't-orrlethat
He has freckles, has been
worth having on baud to supply the
15
llll n box. Some of them lire G',i known to call successfully to the olus-iv- e
desire of the young for sweets. To
Inches In circumference, while most of
Phoebe Five In a secluded ureu-watwo cupfuls of date pulp, which has
II
i
nre more than four Inches
and n pal of his has vouchsafed
been put through the llnest knife of
around.
the Information that "lie's n bold wid
the chopper, use two large tublespoon-ful- s
New brunches of the
his mitts." lie that ns it may ho has
of nut butter, mix thoroughly,
chamber of commerce have been one sterling
kneud a short time, then roll out to
lie
accomplishment.
Mother
Loving
opened in Kief and Odessa, thereby knows when to quit.
of un Inch In
about
The first-nimaking It possible for American manclass wanted a pathickness und cut in cubes, linll In
ufacturers to get Into direct connection tient upon whom to practice lately
oiled paper. Tills nut und fruit com- Mind
when l'se a little clisp
with southwestern Itussla.
bination will keep some time.
acquired skill In the art of scientific
JiRt uhout a chair arm tiiRh,
The munuructure of wooden shoes bandaging. The doctor In charge, be
I'st-to climh In mother's lap
In the Netherlands has
Kvery evenin' mitrhty niKh;
expanded rap ing u man of Ingenuity, called u
Fondant.
telephone number nnd summoned
Alius called me her "best beau,"
idly since the beginning of the war. Jimmie. Jimmie, it seems, was prime favorite with the "doc" and his class.
Fondant Is the foundation for nil
Muther did. an' lauuhc'l, an' dad
Jimmie
of
these
on
exshoes
whistled
are
his
Quantities
being
way ns he answered the call. Maybe he didn't
French candles und Is very simple and lTKed t' frown an' lliisit-- tj
P'tendln' like lie's awful mud!
ported to C.criiiaiiy, where they are be- know what was ahead. Maybe he's more tliiin n near-herAnyway, ho
easy to make. Use two cupluls of
whistled
on
the
coming
account of the
popular
popular melody which assured those in his immediate vicinity
granulated sugar to a quarter of a Used I' like t' stroke her head
of
Is
"This
that
leather.
the life."
scarcity
hike a youhKun alius does
cupful of water und a tablespooiiful of
In Providence, It. I., is n barber
The doctor ushered him Into the classroom, cap In hand. lie was given
shop
Corn sirup or glucose to keep the "Ivivin' her," I alius eaid
In
she
It
a
said
live
which
the
chair nnd remembers vaguely sitting down. Forty pairs of casual eyes of
"l'uppy love,"
was;
barbers average nearsirup from graining. Jioil until u soft Jlst the same, there's many a tear
ly HO years' service each Joseph gray und brown und blue "goils, fellers, an' only "(he doc und no!" wero
ball is formed when dropped In waQuivered on her lips when she
Auty, the proprietor, fit) years; Fd- - rulsed nnd swept him uppi iilsingly. He only remembers the rest vaguely.
ter, then set away to cool until Just Ileerd me whisper in her ear,
wurd Hunt, 31 years; I'eter Mlslio, 1!9
"She's the sweetest Kirl fur :ne."
as tlirougli a mist lie became suddenly conscious that it was awfully
warm, when the stirring begins. Stir
years; Napoleon Lolselle, 24 years, hot. His feet insisted upon spreading all over the place and his hands kept
until it is white und waxy, then re Sweetest Kill of nil. t
CHEMISE GOWN OF CREPE GEORGETTE.
und Paul Mlslio, 11 yeurs. The shop growing larger nnd lnrger. Why did they nil
Mebhe now It's out o place,
move to a
keep looking nt him? Wns
bowl, cover One
was established in 1S(MJ. und some of there anything the mutter?
of my years takln' on
depends upon Its tendency to cling to most ucccptalile Christmas gift; just with n buttered paper nnd keep In a
Shuwin' slch a childish trace
its first customers lire still patronizing
And then ho heard the concluding sentence of the doctor's lecture, fie
the wearer's figure. Hence the supple chose u bag of some kind nnd rest cool place for n day or two, when It Cllntfln' to her mem'ry
yet
It.
says It was something like this:
Is ready to make up into a thousand
materials used nnd the devices for eusy.
Lonffin' for her love aaln
"'An' now, ladles,' ho Fez, 'we shall practice bnndngln' a wounded head, n
Mebtie better jist forxet
weighting thesj. Tills is munaged In
elvet, brocade, satlu, crochet work and one different caudles.
Thlnss I said to mother then.
badly wounded head. This young gentleman has agreed to act ns de patient,
Apt to Choke.
the trimmings.
and bends nre all Impressed into serv
Simple language Is best," remarked be sez. Put's me, fellers. Den he toins to me. 'We shall need lots of bandIt would be hard to find u better ex ice for making bugs. Chinese, Jap
By the addition of n bit of pink But I can't! There's times that I
the slylist.
ages,' he sez. 'Will you step out In de hall nn' nsk the nurse for n handful r "
Feel
I'm
a
Jlst
wanderer
of
the
a
color
nnd
few
chemise
of
oil
of
dress thon that anese und other embroideries contrib
ample
drops
"That's right," answered the
Jimmie stepped, nny, more, he stepped with nlncrity. Oh, yes, he stepped,
Lookln' low an' lookln' liluii
shown In the picture. Developed in ute additional materials, and among
nnd melting the mixture over
Jlst with hopes o' find in' tier:
politician. "Sometimes n mini Is nor did he cense the process till he hud reached his bicycle. Nor even then.
winter-greeor
to
Want
other
hot
hear her voice an' then
water, the small
gray
patquiet colors It Is beauti- the handsomest bugs are those made of
That wns the end of the Incident. They mny hnve ohtulned a substitute
compelled to swallow his words nnd It
I'lead with her t' not foruet
ful for daytime wear, und made up pieces of old Paisley shawls combined ties may be made. Prop the mixture
merely complicates matters if he lias up at the flrst-aiclass. Hut tills Is the story of Jimmie.
Tell tier I'm a boy nKaln, '
In evening shades It is charming for Willi velvet. The most
on
u
buttered sheet nnd
been Indulging in the sort that con
An' the same opinion yet!
popular of all by spoonfuls
reevening. As shown in the picture It the many different styles are bags allow to stand until hard before
tain seven and eight syllables."
lluttalo KvenliiR Times.
Is made of
How
crepe em- made of black velvet or black satin, moving. If peppermint is wanted, tint
Doughnut Cabinet Originated
broidered with silver heads nnd trim- embroidered with steel beads. Steel with green or flavor without tinting
und proceed us ubove.
med with bunds of Belgian hare.
bead fringes and tassels finish them.
riHKNT Louis Brownlow nnd Oliver Newman were newspaper men they
For afternoon n frock of gray
would occasionally go to the grillroom of n big downtown hotel for
Unless they are made ut home, so
A most delicious nougat is mnde by
georgette embroidered with steel beads that the price of labor Is eliminated.
luncheon, and there they would cast longing glnnces nt the round table, whore
be
nuts
banded
adding
raisins,
with
chopped
dates,
might
The danger of getting overheated In
Belgian hare or these necessities of the woman of fash
such plenipotentiaries ns Gen. Oeorge
Sometimes u moose would run eight
dyed wolf, and the same decoration ion are cosuy. inose or ncmiwork es- nnd figs, to the nougat, molding In u a cold climate Is well undcEstood by or ten miles before
II. Hurries would be goiirmandlzlng In
being overtaken.
would look well on n black crepe mod- pecially proclaim the value of time smull wafer box. When it is firm cut the Indians of Alaska. A government The runner never
fine style. The thing which attracted
stopped until he had
In slices. Nut brittle of any kind of ofliclal there
el.
"Jllue" wolf, which Is n bluish consumed In making them, nnd run;
the attention nnd nppetite of Messrs.
explains how carefully overtaken nnd killed it; nnd be never
Is
nuts
made
by melting granulated
gray, harmonizes with many of the In price from $15 to $HK. Iiluck veU
Brownlow nnd Newman In those days
they guard ugaiust the danger of stopped then. The cold ut that season
n
In
smooth
steel
sugar
frying pun freezing to death In consequence of Is
was the large supply of doughnuts on
Intense. The hunter, heated
until It is light hrowu, then stir In allowing themselves to become too withvery
the big table. They were twisted
his long run, would quickly linve
the nuts and pour Into n buttered pun. warm.
frozen to death if he bad
doiir'linuts, not the
stopped. For
On the Upper Yukon the old method Hmt
doughnuts shaped like n life preserver,
son, nfier having killed the
Peanut Candy.
of
In eariy winter was moose, lie returned to
which gives the
jester
at u run,
camp
Put two pounds of light brown sugar for the Indians to go out on soowslioes leaving his followers, who were more
the opportunity to say n word or two
with six ounces or twelve tablespoon-fill- s alter n heavy snowfall in tenrch of thickly clothed lliiin he und less heatnbout wishing be had a Job making
of butter Into n smooth frying fresh trails.
When one , as found, ed, to cut up the carcass und
the boles. I.ouls nnd Ollie nte many
drug it n doughnut
pun. stir and melt and the first bubble the swiftest runner of the party pre llol.'ie.
mentally. Each of them snys today that they had never nt that
Is the signal to look at the clock. Let pared hiinsell to run down the moose.
early date eaten one in reality In that hotel because they feared the
lie something like AH cents apiece, and they didn't care to suuunder
it cook, Stirling constantly, over n Stripped of all clothing cseept a shirt
that much on u single-tubmoderate heat for eight minutes, then nnd breeches, and carrying n light Many
doughnut, without imtlskld appliances. But they
Methods
of
Strange
wouiii gianct- over at the table where sat the courinumllzing bunk directors
pour Into n guttered pan well covered shotgun loaded with ball, be started
with peanuts which have been crushed olT after the animal, vhilc the women
Telling Time Are Used und railway magnates, and It seemed to be bending In the middle with doughnuts. They wondered when they, too, could sit down and order all the
with n rolling pin, until they are like and slower runners followed more
A cupful of
conrse bread crumbs.
necessities of life, and add u nhite of doiu'hnnis tiwi f. ir food
To ascertain the time at night, the
In fact, doughnuts In n hotel g.vw to be the mark of extreme luxurv for
Apache Indians employed a gourd on these two young men. Then one day they found they were commissioners of
which the stars of the heavens were the District of Columbia, and the center of a group of ndininistnitive oitlcials
marked. As the constellations rose in who wanted to get together every day at luncheon to talk things over.
the sky, the Indian referred to his
So they went to the big hotel and arranged for n round table
dally.
The first day they nil sat down the bead waiter placed on the table about
gourd nnd found out the hour. By
And here is another piece of news for this, worse than terrifying possiturning the gourd around he could tell one bushel of those Ceorge II. Hurries doughnuts.
hnt will make the girls say "horrors." bility was that the countries which the
order In which the constellations
"We didn't order these," said Louis I mean Commissioner Brownlow
There's a shortage of hairpins. Tills have nhvnys supplied the pins for mibe expected to appear.
might
wenkly.
war bus just about put the art of hair- lady's coiffure are keeping all of their
"I know," returned the waiter with a smile. "They nre like bread und
The hill people of Assam reckon
dressing "on the fritz." Hairpins have wire ut home for niuinunition.
time and distance by the number of butter. We make no charge for them."
finally come In for their full share .'f
And then Louis looked nt Ollie nnd Ollie looked at Louis, nnd together
quids of betelnuts chewed. It will lie
Coal to Have Long Reign.
attention. Having n long list of an
they tried to figure out how many doughnuts the hotel owed them for past
Will coal occupy as important n remembered how, according to Washtique jokes about being a woman's
luncheons.
prime solution to nil difficulties to place in the world's economic life u ington Irving, the Hutch colonial asAnd thnt Is why that big round table nt n certain hotel near the Hstrict
their credit, the heretofore unassum- century hence as it docs today? That sembly was Invariably disposed of at
it will seems entirely probable. The the last puff of the third pipe of to- building is reserved for what they call "the doughnut cabinet."
ing little bits of
dle wire have nt lust come to the front rapid substitution of electricity from bacco of Governor Wouter Van Twil- '
J
'"
nnd
demand n dignified recognition. water power and oil burning has lim- ler.
"
Stolen Articles
Back to Washington Hotels
'J
Now that there may be a scarcity of its und the certain expansion of InA Mnntngnis Indian of Canada will
will
ure
cherished
n
in
them
result
set
the
'.till
in
dustry
stick
becoming
the snow when
they
up
working of
THREE, TYPES OF HANDSOME BAGS.
tremendous bituminous fields, now un- traveling abend of friends who nre to WASHINGTON hotel managers nre much nmnzed over the fact thnt the
possessions.
seems to be getting coi science-stricke-n
fashionable colors, and bands of Hud vet bugs embroidered with steel beads
nnd slowly but
in
All coiffure builders have announced
China
follow.
He
and
elseAlaska,
murks off with his foot
tapped
without
son seal with all of thoni. When the mny be hnd for even less than $5, but that hereafter when women want whereSpringfield Itcpuhlicun.
steadily
returning,
explanation, numerous articles missed Immediately
the line of shadow- cast, und by the
nfter their
from the better
frock Is weighted with bandings of with the addition of many bends In their hnir dressed they must bring
change In the nngle of the shadow class of thedeparture
hotels. It Is snld that
fur or satin the embroidery may be elaborate putterns their
During the last nine years 54S homes the oncoming party can tell, on urriv-Inprice mounts along their own pins or there will be
Is
this
true of nil the hotels throughdone In heavy silk, and It Is very
of their for worklngmen have been erected by
no eluborute arrangement
nt the spot, uhout how fur aheud out
rapidly.
the country, nnd the cnuse of It ell
the leader Is.
Three
handsome bags are pictured. crowning glory. And the explanation the New Zealand government.
hns not yet been discovered.
In the picture a girdle of the ma- One of them
is mnde of silk and velvet
One Washington manager says:
terial la adjusted a very little below and
ribby hangers of satin
"If everything thnt has been takeu
The conductivity of copper depends
Wise nd Otherwise.
the waistline, and there are long, nar- bon. suspended
Things That Are New.
Three smull velvet apples posed
from this hotel was to be returned I
An English aeroplane, the wings of upon the purity of the uietni.
row ends of crepe finished with silver at one
The
may not be lost, but would hnve to tnrn the
side tempt the daughters of
The Chinese government Is about to
lobby and a
which form a ring, the Idea being that
ornaments. Bat the girdle hardly In- Eve to
behind.
gone
A
of the hotel to storage
lovely bng of satin Is It will right Itself If capsized, has open its first aviation school.
n man's sighs overshadow his large part
terferes at all with the long straight decoratedbuy.
Mnny
with beadwork In smull col
rooms. Onr loss each year of the lust
The Thames entries to the sea an
made numerous successful experilines which evidence the strongest ored beads
troubles.
20 years hns been approximately $10,-00- 0
set close together at the bot mental
average of 1,865,903 cubic feet of sedi- earthly
But
use
flights.
the
tendency In this season's styles.
fishbait
when
proper
tom and top, and bead hangers. The
In table Kllver. linen and room
'Dry-ceelectric flash lights that can ment a year.
for compliments.
Beautiful bags are the fad of the third bag is of black velvet
To read the newspapers Intelligently ingBlood
articles such a curling Irons, electric fans, and boudoir necessities," This
suspended be seen seven miles in good weather
will
tell
hour. There appears to be a longing
but
the
less
that same hotel manager declares that within two weeks he has received mor
by black silk cord and trimmed with have been adopted by the United a man must have a vocabulary of at some blood tells the
In the heart of every woman for at cut-obetter.
than 50 separate packages, from the Cnited States and Canada,
flowers in flat applique.
containing
States const guard for signalling to least 2,00015words.
After losing, a woman hesitates for
least one of these chic accessories of
articles supposed to have been taken away from the hotel by guests. These
Inches long and several
Cigars
the
ships at sea.
of
dress. A saunter along any fashionapurpose
in
deliberating.
200
In
some
hotel
Inches
thick
smoked
are
of
packages
not
nearly
pieces
but
a
property,
parts
single package
An American naval officer has In
Contentment Is always perched on carried a
ble promenade or any sort of excurll"a of explanation or a clue that would disclose the identity of the
vented a writing tablet every other of the Philippines.
the round of the ladder just above
sion into the world of social activities
sender.
women
of
The
have
acted
as
Capri
sheet of which Is so cut and gummed
reveals a parade of luxurious bags.
for ages, while many of the you.
that it can be folded end pasted to porters
One woman never really knows an
men
sell
coral
specimens.
form an envelope.
other woman until their children quar
J. C Nlckerson of Plttsfleld. Mass,
ITEMS OF INTEREST
rehas
forest
valuable
Paraguay
Scarf to Match Cap,
ed hat, shaped a good deal like a soft
A removable handle features a new
rel.
still wears an overcoat he bought 55
most
the
of
which
Is
Important
Crochet needles and knitting needles felt or cloth hat that a man wears. The pan for making pies, which also is sources;
The longevity of the ancients ma v
Brazil's
will years ago.
which have been so industriously plied brim and the crown are made separate- perforated, the gases generated pass- quebracho, particularly rich in tannin.
have been due to a scarcity of cook be In 1922.independence centenary
Competition of American linoleun
A
clip has been Invented for holding books.
In behalf of the soldiers in the trenches ly and then set together, and ornament- ing through the holes so that the pasNew Jersey factories employ 232,000 factories Is every year decreasing
a spoon on the edge of a cooking utenThe poet Is born unless he writes
In Europe are giving some attention ing the top of the crown almost like a try is lighter and dryer.
Scotland's export to this country.
a magazine poem that nobody can un- operatives.
The temneni hire of a new electric sil or medicine glass.
now to the needs of madam and ma- wreath are some pretty crocheted
John Brltt, sge ninety-one- ,
Ga4 has raised $12,000 to
of BerkeAtlanta,
flowers
to
dif
can
be
four
are
that
Iron
used
flat
on
regulated
the scarf.
derstand; then be Is made.
demoiselle, and so. In consequence,
ley, R, L. walked the whole length of
Boy Scouts.
equip
One
of
Fortunate Is the poor man who
ferent degrees.
Many.
many very lovely accessories are to be
the
The
preparedness parade In Proviaverage speed of the phonoParker Omar Is always looking for thinks he has
Small pockets for valuables. Intendan angel If she
found in the shops. One very InterestWhen Skin la Tender.
graph record under the needle is L82 dence.
turns out to be merely a good cook.
Almond meal is excellent for use on ed to be fastened to linings of shoes, excuses of some kind.
ing feature is a scarf with broad ends
miles nn hour.
Three deposits of coal In Haiti bare
Harker He Is, eh?
While a man may look all light In a
and narrower neck muffler.
These tender hands, and good preparation! have been patented.
Parker Tea. Why, he even blames new suit of clothes. It s a cheese Is Mrs. M. J. Crocker, age eighty-seve- An- been Investigated by French engineers,
broad ends are finished In points and may be found already put up.
Italy Is enforcing a series of reguand efforts will be made to deveion.
learning lace making in a Lot
lations governing the width of wheel the trusts for the money be loses at sandwich to a bakery that he doesnl
rimmed with a heavy fringe.
them.
geles school.
the races.
feel that way.
rims allowed on highway
Cold does not stiffen castor oli.
Accompanying this scarf is a crochet- s
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New Mexico State Record

ELECTION DECIDED

NO

GOODS TALK

MAKING THE

PRINCIPLE

o

PaMUheJ by

Advertising is making the goods speak.
Viewing the election from every angle
is
It
it is impossible to discover that the attitude of
putting a truthful, animate tongue into
the voters with respect to any party principle inanimate merchandise.
Merchandise itself cannot lie. Sooner or
was rendered decisive by the results. Pcrso- FRANK STAPLIN
Managing Editor
in its
nal animosities and factional discords, which later its true character will develop
.
in
i,n-,tUr. on
ii
tin.
- - - ihe satisfaction it eives to the owner.
f,
,.(
...
,1 utivv
C(nrti
on
v
iwi niA ..,-cj
ui
tin.
viii:
lii
in,
matter at the po.t
Entered a. ,econd-cla'e Kt..,uI,j,iln J)arty nta,e thcir
When exaggerated or false statements
contribution to!
of
Act
made about goods it is a human tongue
March,
t Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the
,L.ft.a( t)f 1916. So long as petty jealous-ar- e
ics continue in Republican ranks, so long will that talks or a human hand that writes; it is
x 1879
the party whose members once stood shoulder: not the merchandise that speaks therefore it
'
is not advertising.
fubseripuun to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year to shoulder for "America first" be compelled
Advertising is also news news more vital
to play in the great theatre of America poli- of the
the family than nine-tent'to
tics tbe secondary role of protestant.
Twenty
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 24, 1916
that goes into the newspapers.
vears of dietimr on the husks of defeat ulti-'i'eWhoever makes the goods talk whoever
Jinan!,- convinced the Democracy that red meat
ELIMINATE THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE was the reward held out for united effort. exhibits the true nature and uses of an article
whoever correctly and lnter- Wood row U'iNon had violated every principle of commerce
.0
about his merchandize
tells
the
news
held
the
of
but
to
estingly
dear
disciples
Jefferson,
of the recent election and
The
is the true advertiser.
he
John Wanamaker.
,
Democra-bis
retirement
the
downfall
of
votes
spelt
electoral
being
the possibility of some
it
0
tic
was easier to relinquish;
supremacy and
(Mst for a presidential candidate other than;
the one receiving a majority vide m the state. prim ipie in.m powei.
AS OTHER SEE IT
The "lie kept us out of war" appeal, coupled
an agitation in favor of a direct
has arousi-ithe
of war to follow a change
iresident.
here; willi
I"'
vole- for President and
.I
M
r ,1.
m in iiii
'
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ick of the suugestioii for,of A1
r.uimc 101uii.11 nun
is sound ;ii;.'cmvnt
extend
.tie
administration
the
watch
, an
a change.
timid, am many who feared tbv
civil service by "blanketing in
t,,e classif-Tbe Mc.si in iiuiho,) .!' selection bv an imaginary foreign foe marked the ballot of
Camber ot employes iiointed out- -- an enemy to our stable-a,are
i real domestic
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d'
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because
enemy
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electoral college
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ntial
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lhoii"ht sai'er to let the iieoplc select some of .neither wcre these aflnghlid ones actuated
South Hend (Ind) Tribune These are
v a
pai tv principle, unless their party emblem times when the recount counts for more than
thcir ni 'i c capa Me and more experienced
thelll ill cbosillg .'I s a col on tail rabbit.
l! 'C! - to
IW
the count.
'I he cardinal principle on which the two
hit pa' l v organization soon re-,pi esult ni
who iiat parlies have been divided is the tariff.
to mere incssi.-pgi-fdiu cd the Vet
The RepubP.rookhn Standard I'nion
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which was systematically
ir heir party nominees,
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Elec.o li;.;lit that it is doubt Inl if that body Mr. Wilson has a bare majority in the
In one 'ate where live
i
hen- .ii. i
pii.'iis.
toral
(.'olletre.
will
can
iniiiale any legislation which
he ch" en, one
cl lindane
wipe
elect' 'is a ere I
e
dsoii I 'nilcrwoo.l tariff disgrace from
the
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Caillli'i ite
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not iretcnd to
ago Tribune
lint ihe tariff iues(inii is
lo be changed mi the staP'te liooks.
tion, too late for ihe
in an election which
find
much
satisfaction
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H
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1)0
ever
need
of
one
a
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appau-nilvthe printed kill' !,
four more years of an! nationalistic,
nn-no one if ihe close of ihe h.uropean war
Republican candidates will he chosen, notwithrule.
Vmocratic
Tiuds
Wilson
Wooilrow
for
for
protection
ranting
standing a majority "1 the people voted
o
five Democratic clcctots. If ihcu'lehai been with all the fervor that he exhibited when he
d
on
the
Mr. Wilson's aissue
and
Press
Free
Milwaukee
preparedness
direct for the presidential candi ates, this could
that
us
assured
world
on
made
was
the
fire.
reelection
was
for
The
mainly to the tipeal
'ccurred.
not have
is
liossible slilitlillL' of a iroiectioti sentiment grows stronger m the midity and sense of present ease and full fed
with each year and reelection has not fatness of the country.
state's electoral vote without regard to the at-ihc presidential mind,
1h''ed
o
It
of
the
voters.
tual view of a majority
quite
Dover (Del) Sentinel This is a time
the
Since
foundation
Government
this
of
the
of
one
or
two
that
frequently happens
I
electoral candidates on a party ticket are more 'it has been a principle of both parties that the when the luges are blue.
"
widely known or have greater personal popu-- ' executive should not coerce the legislative
One of the
Leavenworth (Kan) Times
larity' than the others on the same electoral branch of the Government. On this point the
ticket. There au- usually, also, some men on Vmocratic party has been, if anything, more things we have to feel bad about is that Kansas
Wilson a bigger majority than did
each electoral ticket who have very limited insistent than the Republican party. Yet, nn-'athe Wilson regime, Congress has been a souri.
or who hae many political ene-j'lo
I'nder such '""ere office force of the President, and the ,
inies within their own parties."
,f legislation has been a travesty which:
circumstances it can very easily occur, in a Pfoce-(
HeraM
What's become
(Pa)
us climax in the railroad wage hill.
close election, that although one party may be
csli tin of tIie 1Ufih Co.st of Liv-,- n
jf
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the majority in a slate, yet the highest man his cost Mr. Wilson manv Democratic votes,
wbk.b was starU so enthusiasticallv bv
on the minority party ticket would receive more 'md even labor split on the issue, but other Ni,rw, rt.,M.ra, Grc firy. on November 6th'?
votes than the low man on the majority ticket.' .'ictors considered, the President s popular mo- This would occur, of course, only m very close l""i ooes nor decisively indicate wnetner tne
liluefield (W. Va) Sentinel We did not
'consensus of this country's opinion is. or is
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The Repuhlicans have always stood firm
nrescnt system, it may he said that there is
a man to join the army where he" can cat and
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of American rights
il.... l,,t,. In tin reiitim uliv
York, fur ex- - f"f
recognition
where he will be safe.
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for vice president.
Moreover, if the Prohibrought this principle prominently bebition. Socialist or other parties nominate canI'.osion Transcript
Prom first to last be
didates, the number of names mi the ballot is fore the people, .and it came the nearest to a
decision in the election so near it that our ' Wilso'il has a' l.calcd to the soft side of the
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mcrican people and upon that .appeal has
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who voted failed to comprehend
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n
ng distance flights in
O
it the basis of our present prosperity
was
ty- imir n. it- aeto- ilia s. and with as irauv as
Princet-inftiiH Clarion-New- s
The
r
war. or. comprehending, were
in out- day .hi tbe
lies i fii.g loii-- i't
ba'ihaz-'rdand Villa should hasten to exchange
and willing to gamble
the fu- front between birdbke destroyers, we are fast
congratulations.
lure.
coming !.. the time when the flying- machine
will realb give the automobile a hard run for;
the front row as a means of transportation,
And while we pat ourselves on the back
and smirk and smile and feel so well satisfied
with the results of our work, we should re- -,
memlier that long, long ages ago dreamers
thought of these things in serious mood.
And the best thing we have seen in somej
time comes from the Westminster Gazette!
which carries us back to a funny little circum-- j
stance of a century and a half ago when the.
flying machine possibility was great enough;
to cause men to joke alxnit the time one manj
would rule all Enrojie through the use of this
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was something that belchef
Throoih Belgium they came pounding of trees
In tbe vastest machine ever built by and roared like a dragon, and before
his scattered senses told him that ft
man
they smashed her great was a
battery be found htrnseU in a
Jugfortresses like anthills beneath
wild bayonet conflict with a pal
gernaut and swept over her In
haired young man who wore a spiked
great tide, rolling the defenders beBy DOUGLAS MALLCCH
fore them as a wave rolls before the helmet, and almost at the mouth of the
monster of the brush. Then
prow of a ship. And in those terri- belching
Not only for the harvest yield
ble hours tbe hand of Wily left his as they thrust and parried, suddenly
man went down and
We stripped from italics in serried bruHh and sought that of Charmette the
ranks
as they sat with faces turned east- Billy leaped on, not knowing what had
We look across the quiet field
ward searching the sky for the rings made the other fall, yet vaguely con
And raise the anthem of our thanks of shell smoke which they knew must scious that his bayonet ran red. Them
great darkness engulfed him.
soon float in the air in grim banquets
The moonlight lies along the hill
It was evening and he was lying
of death. Then it was that one mornBelow a silver river flows
ing tbe girl came to him with a let- upon the bonk of a stream that ran
And all the night is sweet and still.
ter in her hand and tears flooding her close by his old home. At bis side
And all the land in calm repose.
the brook was tinkling like bells and
blue eyes.
Not only for the bounteous store
"They havejjlestroyed my home, and tbe coolness of Its waters was upon
Lord, but be was thirsty, and
Of garnered grain we offer praise. my old father and mother are outcasts. his face.over
he buried his fare In the
I must go to them. Good-bBilly," rolling
But for the quiet sea and shore,
ripples and drank Interminably. Thee
Th e nights of rest, the pleasant days. she sobbed. He kissed her.
"Hut of course I shull go with you." aa be turned upon hie back agatu a
As yc ar by year our acres bloom,
shot through his head, and some-As year by year our docks increase. She only pushed htm away, pointing to pain
a regiment of
soldiers one whom he could not see, but whev
red
war's
and
Afar from war
gloom. that was
was close ly him, Degan whlmpertug
hurrying to the front
We look upon a land at peace.
"No.
For two yours you received l""5 nurt IU"W- - EnHewly thewhlm- -

Harvest and Peace
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tiru-day J'.illy Mis
Viekcis stit ill his studio jusi i.d' ilii- - liny
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lltcy llill! 'I' rill
lll.'l
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mi- liiui ii:
Ion. Hie ''Ii re il inusi
be wiui'lcr. 'i",y ilim
hal.-e.l- .
Willi liiTseli-

lllf

hail

sllloei-l-

eyes und mind upon one thing, that
your expression may always remain
the Wiine." Whereat Chnrmetle, being
very much In love with Hilly, fusteued
both upou him and her expression was
a happy one Indeed. Then when he
would lay his brush asid? with a little weary sigh and tell her that they
were through for the sitting, she would
came hopping off her pillowed divan
and running behind him rest her chin
upon the top of his head as she puckered her lips and solemnly criticized
herself upon the canvas.
"And do I really look like that.
Hilly?" Phe would half whisper while
he was slipping an urm around her
slim waist.
Whereat he would say:
"Ves, deal" only of course much
prettier. Hut I will bring that fact
out as I go along." So Cliarmette would
tidy things up a bit us he v. ashed his
hands, then i.way they would go chattering like sparrows about the wonderful time so soon to come when Hilly
would be of age aud receive his heritage In America, for when Ihut day
came they were to he married and he
was lo take her back to his own land.
"And it hfinnriiK to he nelt Thanks- nivinu." he toid her: then explained
wimt tne term meant to those born In
his country aeioss the sea. For Charmette, being a IVIciau girl, bad never
heard of it until the coining of Hilly.
the dark time when
And then
Paris stilled and grew pule and the
lu .piicer beneath
very ground
the tread nf Hie advancing legions.
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Oh, Billyl Billy!" She Cried.

bis thin hitmis within her
own and ruiuiii; kisses upon his
cheeks.
"Oh, Kilty! Hilly !" she cried. "And
I found you the lirst luy.
Listen,
dear. The enemy is defeated und
Paris is saved and you helped do it
And you are 1.0 fight 110 niore, and we
can now go to that greut country of
yours, where all is pec ee mid happiness.
Ami the picture, Hilly, the picture.
Vo'i will In h wh"ii you see the care
nilh which I have safeguarded it.'
lie drew her to him until her cheek
rested against his own.
htu1
And when
"Yes, dearest.
thi'iight ulL was over life was just beI.sn't it wonderful?"
He
ginning.
paused, then spoke again.
"What day is this, Charmette?" She
laughed joyously,
"It is ail days in one; the day ol
your lnherilui.ee; the day of your
birih; the day of our marriage your
marvelous Thanksgiving."
lie relaxed upou his pillows and a
smile came creeping over bis face.
"Jolly old Thanksgiving," he whls-pered.
(Copyright, 1916, Wrttern Newipaper Union.)
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Ihe tl :iik way us K"1'! " iieeoniilisli,-(lonly nf eoin'sc it would tutu' tlmi' imii
she I. .list he very, very quiet, "i'.ir,"
he eilaiii(Mi, "you have us ninny ilif- expressions us luive the clouds
tlicniM'hcK, mid of course I cannot
paint them all. So you must fix your
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peiings coutinued, until, auable to endure them longer, he sat ap und rougk
ly bade the complalnor aenne his nois4
of France."
"I'.nt yon " !ir rili'iidod. and broke And as he did this tbe fog was swept
from his bruin and he found himself
.She returned his kiss.
down.
lying In the debris of u battle-swefind
will
we
Itoth
we
ure
alive
"If
wood with the noise of tbe conflict stll
of
each other upon your great day
to him from afar. A frightcoming
And
Thanksgiving teu weeks away.
stabbed his brain aud from
ful
pain
"
Hut there Is no need
until then
throat burst a weak moan, and
of King into their parting, for the last his dry was
that he realized that it had
words of love are snered. However, then it
his own voice which hud beea
three days later she was in Belgium beeu
whimpering. Then all grew dark once,
i.ilu i.vt n no .Ji. .i i. toft nuu vi.iji.h
more.
iiiiiri lilng In that wonderful unknown
For whut seemed an eternity he lis
army Viiiich even (he eagle eyes of the tened to unseen
enemy's spies had not discovered; the about him, while persons whispering
slowly, very slowly
army of minute im n which lay hidden
the darkness lifted. Came a day
behind Purls.
his
he
when
eyes. He was ly
opened
Came the day when the hot breath
in a clean hospital with rows of
ing
In
the very
of advancing hosts was
side. Once more
other cots on
face of the great capital upon the his head was every but
clear,
upon him was
biuSeine. In eoiiiniiiies, regiments
of long illness A nurse
weakness
the
....
.1 .it..:
.In
,1.....
,,.
um--- i
union? nni nisii'u.s uu-,with a red eross upon her urm passed
eicilcss martial sea, sweeping the le his way,
stopped before him and
before them miles
gions of (lie u
smiled,
each day. And then it was that the
"And so your mum has awakened at
liiu frtin
it
ir.,,,...-.- .
.1.11. ,c ....
l.n lust," she said softly. "It has been
For
long time we
;i;many weeks.
...... .. ...
..-.-.:..-.- ,
""
feared you would Ue, but it seems tnat
j
vise, the secret army from behind the
..."
you are to get well.
city' was rushed to the front. Billy,
"And where am 1?" lie managed to
In the midst of It, heard the rumble
and grumble of the battle from miles say.
"In Paris. This is the hospital for
away, and scenting it felt the hair on wounded Americans And by the way,
as
it
bristle
head
the back of his
a friend has been awaiting your awiik-- !
does upon a dog when he smells a
will bring
for several days.
a
in
wolf.
Then
great surge there onlng
her."
Charswept over him the thought of
I'.ul she had no time lo bring. Dowa
mette, and tears blinded him as he the aisle a
girl came rumen;; to ttu ey
Imagined her so slender and helpless herself upon her knees by his bedside.
wandering liomelessly in her desolate
country; and with it a longing vast
and unutterable to throw down his
gun nnd go rushing blindly away in
search of her that he might take her
In his arms und bear her away from
nil this hell to the pence and happiness that hnd been theirs through the
long Rummer when the days had fallen
God! how he
softly as thistledown.
hated It all this war and blood and
heartbreaks And then without knowing why, he suddenly found himself
rushing forward into a gray murk with
thousands of his companions on either
a military training In your own country. Tomorrow you must Join the army

nt
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Her Expression Was
Indeed.

Fierce Yell Bursting From His Lip3.

hand, n fierce yell bursting from bis
li;is and the baltle lust turning him
hot as a lliiine us he realized that they
were charging.
Dimly he ivas conscious of showers
of Invisible tilings that passed him
in hurtling flight.
liuge clouds of
dust arose on all sides and where there
had been level ground suddenly
yawned great pils; thunderous explo'ii'.
sions deafened him and he
before the impact of blows of compressed air. On every side men and
horses were going down In groups, in
Happy One heaps, in whole windrows like wheat
before hall. Before him in a clump
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j
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The folowing is the clipping:
There is nothing new, it seems, even
in methods of fright fulness. A correspondent calls attention to a caricature dating
from 17X1. in which the French inventor
of the fire ballon, is shown blowing
bubbles, and. in usuit facile way of investors, prophesying great thinsjs of his
project. The legend reads: "O by Gar!
Dis will
lis be de grand invention.
niv King, my Country, and Myself. We wi'l declare war a rainst vir
FneruV : vvc will made des F.ti',rlih rpaVe
b' Car. We will inspect their camp, we
will inter- - ept their fleet, we will set fire
to their
and, bv Gar. we will
take Gibraltar' in de
And,
when we have conquer de English, den
we conquer de other countries, and make
them all colonie to de Grand Monarque."
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MAP OF THE OZARK.S TRA1 1 A j.ropescd new auto road, man- - sections of which are already in .jood condition and other portions o" which it is proposed to complete
as rapidly as possible. A convention to promote the early completion o' this road is being held in Oklah mia City this week. New Mexico ii represented by Col. Ralph E
in New Mexico are directly inter sted in this project end the balan e of the state is indirectly interestTwitcheil and State Land Commissioner Robert P. Ervien. Many towed, as our local road connects practically the entire state with the new highway. The following towns are on the main line; Endee, Tucum ari, Montoya, Cuervo, Santa Rosa,.
Moriarty, and Albuquerque.
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WITH TWO OF THE YEAR'S

BLESSINGS

CLEANING UP FENCE CORNERS

NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Papers
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"The ' Elven," eoinmeneed Dnddy.
"were playing in a Gurden one morn.
brenk of dny when all
1 Ing just at the
tne Slower were opening their Klit-phernia, und the one, wlileli had not
liwn Hlcpping were looking about them
more brightly than ever.
" 'Good morning, Flowers,' sulci the
Elves. 'Fine day, nice sun, gooil warm
breeze too not mm of those irons,
eool little breezes we dislike so much.
Yes, we're sure
you think It's a
nice day.
You
must think so because of the heat
frocks you are
wearing today.
Such glorious colors
You're nil

th,rl
from San
hP
Nineteen cars were shipped

n?akln

from
Aztec during the past week, these
with what are left here show that San
r
Juan county as a sheep raising
try is making a splendid showing.
All the sheep were consigned to Mis
souri river points.
harmington
coi-n-fo-

UNION
SefeDty.fi
per cent Apple Crop
The apple crop in this county this
year will not amount to over seventy-five
per cent of the usual output
but with the price ranging arouna
$2.50 per box, which is twice the usu- al nrice. the fruit raiser will realize
fifty per cent cash than he has in
past years on a full crop.
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ATTORNEYSATLAW

Proper Housing Will Offset Injury tt
Large Extent Crating of Oil Is
Recommended.
Corner

Office:
Palace A Wasbiai-toSanta Fe, New Mexico.

Ae.

Most farm impl.-- u ;its rut unt In
fere ll'cy wear n
r ji-h.iuli,;
will i.fTset rust - c rn.M, ... to n Inn;.'
& CATRON
extent, hut in da,
weather tlie Ir'KI CATRON
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAniillnnl of .revi'!iti'.g rust is tw coat
'.ill 'Uipainted ,jirls of the
machinery T. B CATRON
with a heavy oil, thick enough so it
REED HOLLOMAN
ot
"ill
i,
I,
,,ir. 'jMiis coating
In your best!
iiioimure uwuy aud prevents C C CATRON
What's up today, mr iu
F. J. LA VAN
Flowers? A fes-- ; rur t i rum Miming.
tlvtil of some
A. H. CLANCY,
sort?'
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Noturv Public
"The
Flowers
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Catroo Block
Suit.
n o il d n d t li e r
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
beads and smiled
Mc KINLEY COUNTY
iiiul waved alinut Olfto- ot tlie
fit
l.fin N,
l,iiimi!"i,im--

Enterprise.

COLFAX

d Reewell,
Albuquerque
New Mestee

Good wage can fce made during
ome of the winter daya by rutting
the amnll hushes In the fields and EDWARD R. WRIGHT
cleaning up fence corners. '
ATTORNEY AT LAW
The rotted materia! Id the fence
corners Is rich. nnd Bliould bo scattered on the flelda.
Spits BulMing
Then the elcnrdng up of these cor- Sent Fe,
New Meaice.
ner,
cuitliit; of the biishea make
the place t and attractive.
M'FIE EDWARDS & M'FIE
MOST IMPLEMENTS RUST OUT

WEEDS AND FLOWERS.

i

Pitt Bays Ranch Holdings.
Soma Shaap
Sidney Pitt, the Ft. Sumner ranch
man, in addition to buying some 2000
.
wefek
,l,e...Past. tw0
head of cattle from the Four Lakei
can
sheep
Cattle company, i reported in yester-- ! h"llred
from
.h'PPed
Farm.ngton.
day's News, also purchased from he,wr
,0ut yet
same company the 3Star and the AbV Wteen e,r, ar to g0thusanA
Y
,n

9 Mile pasture, involving some $35- 000.
The Four Lakes Cattle Co., re- tains the old headquarters ranch and
grazing holdings in that vicinity but
are establishing a big ranch in the
Encino country by having wells sunk
water Roswell News.

'

yFAIWTALE

& HERVEY
LAWYERS.

Profitable Job for Some Winter Day.
Scatter Rotted Material on
the Fields.

JUAN

SAN

CHAVES

REID

Enormous Resarvoir
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The C. S. I.anibie Company of Den- veri c0orado has commenced work
on a half million callon water reser- Thi
fnr the tnwn nf riavtnn
wori wr,en completed will prove of
inestimable value to the town. The
water supply has been necessarily Ii-mited in the past as the town long
UnAN I
ago outgrew its water facilities.
Our Generals Are
Work on new and deeper weJls has
Ii e
w ii r in
In
S.ill'.t
Very Fine."
Mexico, Novi'llihrr 16, 1'IJfi, HARRY S.
BOWMAN
been progressing for some time and
breeze. I'.ut the Nuin in Ik tcIiv Kiirn tlwit imrMi.'tnl
when these and the new reservoir,
Wilna On the Map
Fives
some
heard
i.m'ii
KUUmls
ran
si
is nnw in murse of eonstrnc- m
more
.,,.,.,
Once
the lib'rai yfir ir.' ghs out
,i... I.,.., ,,(
ATTORNEY AT LAW
- they (li.l li.it ipilte tall: like the Fluw- - r.f N. Mr nit o, nn'l ttif
V. I'nschel, mayor of Wilna, (i,,n,
Carl
rule atvl rfprnlji
O'er richer 'stores than gems of gold;
complete Clayton will have
tin- Com
.m.l nffiw.
thr- S'.i'f
ft
New Mexico, was rif;bt when he said ample witer supply for sonic time'
In
ti.r
lor
the
mill
Fives
its
Fairies,
you
Once moit, with harvest,song and shout
Laughlin Builtling
"We are going to ma lie a town or a to come. The reservoir is being con- know.' I'irr.' is a riowi.r liu.unim.-- , juut ,.,,,. s.
at
Is nature's bloodless triumph told.
lo tllf. lMyirs, i11(,.)rr
.
.
Santn Fc,
New Mexico
' 'V.
A
fl l'lm cr's
grave yard out of Wilna and we strttrterl of concrete and will have
IVltriu.Tv
M.,
ttf
.n
.'ln.'k.!,lv.
tlitklll.
;iy
dcM'i'iiiie.i trcin the llir.e funns known
r
have no intention of doing the lat- - ,.jKh, feor C)f the base underground
nutiT y o
in iif own n ' ii'i
A ll1!
thf'S'i
nilllil
ntH'l" SOUIH
......
'...
as Ihe North Ai'ierieati nii'd. which has
..f
I......
ASter." There are no dead ones in the and well provided with settling tanks
hr ("tli m in
'(.( tl"1 cntiri hmur
; tl
just iiceii desfi-il'i'ilittle sett'ement in Grant county ad- - ;im! everthincr modern that goes to!
A. B. RENEHAN
- SW'M lei!
r
rl (r.i- 's iii
.!
vt:
ai.'t tlie o ellllteil
jiHl.' said
t.,cr-'i
joining Luna county on the east and m.ike up a first class reservoir,
1, 2,
N"
I, S'. S r. ?4.
w
'XV,',V
K
.' 'fl
Autl
T
..n:
UN..
nf
us
located b' tween Scpa- - atH (iae
I'AV.,
;iiTitiiT
The contract price is $10,500 which
a'l.s
to
Credit
May Bolorg
Spaniards.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
n this l.iti
nt
nsist "f
On Tuesday Mr. Pusclicl and a co- - (:iunK: the requirements of the con- i 'Ci uin ui. run Hll I'l Hit
;tl't' .vtrnitu. Tlv imt.ri,
l'!ie tin key whic h was lirsi intro-- j
tcrie of houuseekers arrived at the
sn
tltat everything is to be first'
Mi:tr.-r:,,thai
w.'ie
MniiiK
mi
(,
,,
.i
j.s..i
dtjeeil ill u ICiii'iin max have heen ear- Capital City Bunk Builnding
.... .....i .i
loral commissioners office and earh r).iSS into consideration, would seem
i
At
1. 1..
..i vni,
iiH, in.. ii
tiv ilu.i'
...i
.Ii,,"
'
'
lied Ih.re Ii llh- Sian ,ip!s frutn Jlex- ,'!,
'. '. ""
m;i!c a homestead
for tl'e work to,
filing on 320 to be litt'e
Maxico
Fe,
Santa
N.
i::!:'V
sU
N
S.,tSr4. SW.
'''"fLong nnd Favorably ice, or the .Ies.s may Have taken it'
,",:.""!U" '"
acres of land. Other settlers are j,e done. Sipnifirant feature of tlie Turkey
'"
h
hack
ner.ms
one
f
the
,
from
wcteis
...
expected to make entries before contract is the following! provision
Known for Its DeCoious
Mr
...cnn
"W
.,..(.
mfll'Ctl
rtMil, lit III ill It tin IN.
their seattereil stniiims In tile great '"" on
which our own laboring element will
long.
h.irn
hit! f' ncinL'. E. P. DAVIES
(it hulls
ui liniiHAmi oui' tienerals idi'e very
- MilKMl f.cl B. M
There is no doubt b'it what Wilna probably appreciate: "In employing
llif SlL'(tf'.
There
Edible Qualities.
wihki-- . of Cauuda.
in any event, one fi
no.
titnli-tlim
on
WVrtNiof
tall
merrhantable
with
I.ni'l, vhIu'tI
They're
will soon be on the map and
a men or teams, preference shall at
rr'at,
of its representative
tiu'uted at tlie
CITY ATTORNEY
S often see ji ruf my, (nit C's Unv
,
lo
ring around it at that. The next an times be given to residents of
IX
of
fliailes
ami
marriage baniiel
move will be a post office for the tnt, town of Clayton and no one shall
them out or tlie earth. If they are ,,,,, ., ,. .,.,.p,
Thrrr
ir
(,,r
,ilan
was
!
us
of
siillieieiit
impor-regarded
BY THE AZTECS
INOI - lienerals take llleir
sett'ement. I.ordsburg Liberal.
ncrc xliirli
lh' .
Lamy Building
),,. employed who is not a resident as! WORSHIPED
places D"!hr,"1 (.' mil
tanee to he mentioned in the reports)
t
leMitim,
tlie mollo of (he Weeds is, "We'll I1'.""
''":-long as local labor is available which
Santa Ft
Mexico.
III" '
tiillr-t
mn.rxtnt
r
nniM
of
that fesilvity.
is suitable for the work to be done.
IHMIivs lie siri-lltllere Will Hlwajs be pr.v.nini and ihr tnnl.rr on the l.m-Tlie Mexican turkey is the wild bird
LUNA
in
This is a timely provision in the con When Introduced Into England Thc
or
rash
!al
III'
afipniisrH
'l'eiis.''
.
of .Mex'eo.
.
liieh also came ever tlie
tit fK liaiiRe nl !ne lime r.f
tract protecting the labor of the
Were Considered One of the
Anil so they elnitt. d n. Tlie Tlves! Th, .,),,., ,.,r o(
ut t
mtijrrt J. H. CKIST
line Into tin- southern part of the
),,),
town of C lavtnn many of whose la- v err very much
Banan.i i wiiimm, nr
a
at
t.rnn
Richest
Items
'
but
"'
t'"1"'"'
in
still
Interested,
borers are her best contributors
I'nited Stales.
Raithel A Real Farmer
Meleni;ris (Jallopuvu
i
iiiit'w t niui yi.iy hi mr - inn
nr
ATTORNEY AT LAW
quet Many Varieties
all that goes to make a good,
is the name thai is generally employed ""'' ,;"!',"'t 'iuil" K,'e w,,"n ,,,e W,",ls fntnnionfr of Putilic banU, or hi, kiI
of Ih. price
as a sample of what fine crops stantial. progressive town. The new
Hair,
of the Bird.
holHing
,urh
- "T
to
describe
this
is
It
some
turkey.
c'n' SanU Fa,
ITliiK him Ihe Flowers could seem so'""""1
he can raise by emp'oying methods reservoir is being constructed on the
"jm
Naw Maxlco
,,h' '"'' 4
what shorter in the shank than the
that are right, Chris has on exhi- - town's property near the power and
happy.
a'! vcrtiB.nfr arn!
for
prir-- ; thr ffc
srxon
purcliimc
northern
Its
rON
is
color
tuu
body
ad-species.
a
bition at the Chamber "of Commerce iKht plant and the comforts and
'So lhty whispfrt'tl to th Klowvrs ppraisfment anl all rotj inridrntal to the
a metallic black, shaded with bronze.
H
key
played
sat hrrrin, and rnch ami alt of initl nmnuntn,
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WORKING ON PLAN

THE "ANGEL

OF ANTWERP'

TO END GREAT WAR

CHARLES

DEUTSCHLAND

D. MAHAFFIE

SMASHES TUG

U. 8. 80UNOS

BELLIGERENTS ON
PEACE, WITH PROSPECTS FOR
TRUCE GROWING.

Nine IMJGNT

FROM MONASTIR

CONVOY'8

BOILER EXPLODES AS
SUBMARINE RAMS IT IN NIGHT
' DASH OUT TO SEA.

c--7

GERMANS DRIVEN

b

mm

ALLIES WIN IMPORTANT

VICTORY
EVACUATION
OF LARGE
CITY IN 80UTH SERBIA.

IN

L

BALBOA

HIGH SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL

The most responsible educational
position In Panama Is held by Miss
Jessie Dnnlcls, principal of Balboa
high school. All the students of the
graded schools, except that at Gatun,
ONLY DRAWBACK
BEING
FEAR
come tinder her jurisdiction and she
VICE ADMIRAL
FOURNET DE
GERMAN PLUNGER RETURNS TO
has proved herself to be a powerful
ALLIES' DEMANDS WILL BE
MANDS SURRENDER OF
U. S. PORT WITH $2,000,000
link connecting those serving under
UNREASONABLE.
GREEK ARMS.
CARGO AFTER TRAGEDY.
the isthmlun government with all they
have left at home.
Miss Daniels Is young for her reWestern NeWNimpHr Union N'pwi Service.
Union
New
News
Service.
Western
Conn.
Newspaper
Five lives
London,
sponsible
position and has a preposwere
lost when tho German submarine
Paris. French troopB Sunday cap
The serious discusWashington
sessing personality, as well as execuDeutschland, which left port early
tured from the German and Bulgarian
sion of peace prospects !n belligerent
tive ability. She first went to PanaFriday for Bremen, rammed and sent
forces the chief southern Serbian
countries has mudo a profound imma to visit a sister who was married
to
the
of
bottom
with
crew
its
five
town
of
an
to
of
administration
and
Monastlr,
according
dippression upon
to one of the cone officials and, feelthe T. A. Scott, Jr., one of Its two
ficial announcement made by the
lomatic circles here. The intimations
ing a desire to teach, she took a posiaccident
Arter
the
tugs.
convoying
War
French
Presifrom European capitals that
Department.
tion In the graded schools at Ancon,
the Deutschland returned to port. The
dent Wilson has a peace movement
The temporary capital of Serbia
where she taught for a time before redead:
under way were Interpreted here to
will Immediately be established at
ceiving her promotion. She Is a daughCapt. John Gurney.
mean that the diplomats and consular
ter of Andrew Daniels of Canton, O.,
Monastlr.
Considerable
forces of
A.
William
Caton, engineer.
Officers of the United States are
and was born In the city made famous
Serbs are with the entente allied
Edward
fireman.
Stone,
as the residence of the martyred pressounding out opinion abroad among
troops who have occupied that town.
II. Davidson, cook.
Clarenco
the peoples as well as the governident, William MoKInlcy. She received
of the occupation of tho Ser
News
dec
hand.
Eugene Duzant,
her education In the high schools at Canton and the Western Reserve uniments of the fighting nations.
town
French
of
Monastir
bian
by
The
mile
collision occurred about a
There has been a strong belief here
graduating with honors to spare.
troops was received In Paris as one versity,
Inside the race and, according to a
Sister Maria Snrncrs, the brave
The new building for the Balboa high school Is not yet completed, but
for Bevernl weeks that President Wilde
late
of
the
most
the
of
important
nurse who bus nunc to be known member of tho Dcutschland's crew,
when it is It will compare favorably with any In the States. It Is being conson hoped to make a visible effort
velopments of the war. It came too structed of
as the "Angel of Antwerp," Weurlng came "all in a minute." Tho tug, he
toward peace i Kuropo as soon as
cement, the same as wns used In the construction of the famous
tho
in
comment
for
late
general
said, got In front of the Deutschland,
locks nt Gatun and elsewhere along the Canal and will cost more than $200,-00situation hail been composed two meduls recently conferred up.in
French
press.
Anthem that the submersible had no
It is of pure Spanish type, with a patio to be filled with rare plants and
to the point of reasonable certainty her for distinguished service at
twerp where she saved ihe lives o! them that ho submerslblo had no
and into which everyone .if the classrooms will open. Only children
flowers,
that this country would not have to three
In
Mon
out
Berlin
is
that
It
pointed
chance of avoiding tho accident. Her
royal murines, line medal
of American citizens are permitted to enjoy gratis the educational benefits
go to war willi Mexico.
to
be
a
is
uncomfort
astir
Muhaflie
D.
Charles
of
Tin nose struck tho
very
likely
Portland,
by the king of IJelgiuin.
of the school, but more than 200 students have enrolled in tho new Institution.
lug near the stern,
The report has gained strength of
other was the Militalro War Cross, lifting it well out of tho water and Ore., has arrived In Washington and able place for the entente allied
lute, from Hie general belief thai all
new
as
In
been
the
has
sworn
ns
of
po
solicitor
the troops,
conferred by lieueral Rollings of tin sending the Scott's noso under. Althe belligerent powers are near the
He Is known sitions command the town in the
P.elgiaii army.
most immediately afterward the boil- Interior department.
BETHMANN-HOLLWE- G
point where further restraint of interA GREAT WORKER
ers of the tug exploded and she sank throughout his native state as a prom- same manner as it wa3 previously
national law may not hold them in
inent attorney and a good mixer.
commanded by the enemy guns.
with all on hoard.
succheck.
out
Le
the
that
Temps points
U. S.
Capt. Fred Hiasch of the interned
Eethmnnn-Hollwechancellor cf
cess Is likely to have a great InfluDiplomats will not discuss what tho
(errnnn steamer Neckur, who was on THANKSGIVING
near future may have In store for ties
ence on subsequent developments in of the German empire, Is a prodigious
DAY
SET
the lug, seized a guy rope and was
world, but those from neutrul coun- BRITISH SAY DLACKLIST PURELY
the Balkan campaign, as the place worker. He has vigorous health and
drawn down with the lug. When ho
tries almost without exception look to
commands
all the practical routes be- a tough, wiry body, and few men can
DOMESTIC LEGISLATION.
rose lo the surface he managed to
President Wilson to set. on loot soon
sea and the Adri- spend more hours a day nt a desk. At
tween
the
PROCLAMATION
ISSUED
BY
PRES
..lCgean
grasp a life preserver thrown from the
seven o'clock every morning he takes
a movement that will give the belligsea,
atic
IDENT
WILSON.
Deuisclil.nid and was taken on board
n ride of an hour In the park. Then
erents an opportunity wlihout loss of
fall
Tho
the
of
De.
newspaper
Monastlr,
to
Wilson
Note
English Reply
the vessel, by which he was brought
follows the simple German breakfast,
,
prestige to any, to discuss possible
of
the
fall
involves
Is
says,
early
dares There
Long and Bitter
back to New London.
pi ace terms.
miles northwest, and nnd the long day's work begins immetwenty-fivStruggle Before World War Ends.
An "eddy" caused the accident, ac- In Naming Thursday, Nov. 30, Execu'
There are several ways suggested
the
Macedonian
the
of
tive
of
Makes Plea for Relief
lakes, diately after that.
region
cording to Capt. Harry Linker of the
But
the
a
him
is
work
with
for the President to make tlie niomen-truday's
o.
'Ctive
assures
an
and
eff
Nations.
junction
tug Cussic, the other .convoyer of the
suggestion, but the two receiving
the army at Saloniki and the Italian rather indefinite expression, according
ISrilain's reply
Washington.
to a writer in the Century, for he
the most consideration of diplomats ti President Wilson's nolo of last submarine.
troops operating in Albania.
The Dcutschland's return will ho deoften returns, to It In the evening, nnd
are said to he:
July, piotesting against tin- blacklist- layed only a few days, estimated vari- Western Npwppnper t'nlnn News Service.
I
A proposal for an armistico of
A Zeppelin has been brought down is sometimes kept at his desk till midWashington. President Wilson foring of American business firms and ously from two days to a week, by
He is so absorbed In his work,
a temporary character, for the pur- individuals, was made public at the
mally by proclamation designated by Russian troop3 near Sarny and the night.
of permitting
tho representa- Stale Department. It is a rejection of the damages which she sustained and Thursday, Nov. 30, us Thanksgiving crow captured, says Petrograd.
poses
A nnd has withal so little liking for
nt all by the fact that inquiry is
functions and ceremonies, that
tives of the several belligerents to the American contentious based on not
day. The President's prociamaciou British column has relieved Malgangali public
his critics have sometimes seized upon
meet at some neutral capital, prefer- tin; ground that the British blacklist being made.
in
follows:
which
East
German
had
Africa,
IU fore the inspectors fix blame for
this fact to blame him for being
"It has long been tho custom of our been invested by German troops.
ably The Hague, to discuss terms upon is purely domestic legislation.
the loss of tho Scott and her crew
something of a recluse nnd showing
which a definitive peace may bo
In
to
official
headautumn
turn
that
indicated
the
fruitful
An
the
from
people
report
Secretary Lansing
of Capt.
himself too seldom in public. In fact,
they will hear tho
of
In praise and thanksgiving quarters of the British army in Mesothe United States will continuo the Frelerick Hinsch, testimony
an official of the to the year
the chnncellor hns never utilized the
2 A renewal of the tender of tho
God
two
in
for
the
blessHis
Involved
successful
raids
diplomany
Almighty
legal argument
potamia says
Eastern Forwarding Company, who
spectacular possibilities of his posi
good offices of tho United States.
matic communications.
ings and mercies to us and the nation. have been made by British aviators on tion to advertise
was the only survivor on the tug.
himself and thus strengthen his hold upon the people. He
Urit-Iswhich
we
the
"Tho
Turkish positions on the Euphrates
The chief defense
year that has elapsed since
never even goes to theaters and concerts now, but he did allow himself
before
Vienna. Interest In the announcelast observed our day of thanksgiving river and at
government advances in support of
war
the
the occasional treat of a concert of good classical music.
ment In Vienna that President Wilson the blacklist is contained In a single VILLA BANDITS SLAY AMERICAN. has been rich in blessings to us as a
British and Canadian troops triAt the
army headquarters In the west, where he has spent much
intends taking concrete action In be- paragraph.
but the whole face of the world umph agidn over Germans on Ancro, of his time general
This paragraph reads:
since the war began, in order to keep in close personal contact
One Hundred and Fifty-ninDie in people,
half of peace continues unabated,
has
In
In
been
darkened
war.
snowstorm
"I can scarcely believe that the
midst
of
and
the
by
advancing
with the kaiser and the military authorities, his lubors are less arduous.
Train Crash in Mexico.
midst of our peace and happiness, our capturing trenches.
though In many Austrian circles the United States government Intends to
There he has time to visit the troops along the front Such outings are no
Laredo, Tex. One hundred nnd thoughts dwell with
view is held that the attitude of the challenge the right of Great Uritain as
Vice Admiral Fournet, acting for less a
painful
disquiet
fifty-ninpleasure to him than to the soldiers, with whom he is very popular.
persons were killed and upon the struggles and sufferings of entente, demands surrender of all
allied powers will render President a sovereign state to pass legislation
alprohibiting all those who owe
many more or less seriously Injured the nations at war and of the
Wilson's good offices futilo.
arms
Greek
ammunition
and
except
peoples
legiance from trading with any speci- in a railroad wreck on tha Iuter- upon whom war has brought disaster 00,000 rifles.
fied persons when such prohibition is
Rome war office admits Austrian
TRIES TO RETURN TO WAR
GERMANS ADVANCE ON CRAIOVA. found necessary In the public inter- Oceanlc line to Vera Cruz between without choice or possibility of escape
Dehesa and San Miguel, near Jalapa, on their
We cannot think of successes In attacks In tho Adige val
est."
part.
on
Nov.
reYi, according to reliable
our
Victories of Germans Threaten Bu
without thinking ol'Iey and upper But regions.
President Wilson, in his note, charreceived here. The wreck is said their happiness
Having already lost a leg In the
distress.
acterized the blacklist as "arbitrary ports
charest Austrlans Gain in Carso.
pitiful
been duo to the engineer runservice of the allies, Lieut. Theodore
neutral
The Teutonic allies have taken
with
Interference
time to have
I, Woodrow Wil- "Now,
therefore,
Ixmdon. German troops in Walla-chining at too high a rate of speed over
Marburg, Jr., of Baltimore, son of the
have advanced as far as Craiova against which it is its (the I'nileil a dangerous part of the road. Accord- son, President of the United Slates of more than 2,100 prisoners in late op
former American minister to Belgium,
do appoint Thursday, the eratlons in Wallachla.
America,
and are In possession of the railroad Slates') duty to protest in the most ing to this
information, nil but one "0th of November, as a
applied to the state department for a
Rumanian positions weBt of
to riuchnrcst, 12u miles distant. Situa- di elded terms."
day of national
of the cars rolled over a cliff. No
passport in order to return to his post
Great. Uritain in the reply rays the
were broken down by Teuton at'anil
and
and
prayer
thanksgiving
urge
tion In Rumania rouses gravest conas an oiricer of the Itoyal British avil.lecklist is not aimed at neutral trade Americans were among the dead, it advise tho people to resort to their tacks.
cern In allied war capitals.
was said.
ation corps. His application was reot
exe-ciis
at
but
on
"the
tho
of
claims
several
Berlin
failure
all.
that
simply
places
complete
worship
day
Kntente armies are pushing on in
Nearly 200 delegates and deputies to
jected on the ground that he had foroffensive on the
Serbia following evacuation of Mona-sti- tl.c sovereign right of a.i independent the Mexican constitutionalist congress lo render thanks to Almighty God for of the
feited his American citizenship.
own citizens and nol'i-irIhe blessings of peace and unbroken Somme after ISC days of fighting, in
by the Germans. Several villages state over its
assembled at Queretaro with every
Lieutenant Marburg has been In
more."
prosperity which lie has bestowed which the enten'e's casualties wer'J
north of Monastlr occupied, hut the
state in Mexico represented.
this country since last April, when he
upon our beloved country in such un more than 000,000.
city Itself has not been entered yet.
returned to recuperate
from his
In conclusion the British governstinted measure.
British and French positions on the
El Paso, Tex.
An unidentified
wounds, which were received while he
And I also urge and suggest our
SHOPMEN AGREE ON RA "E.
Somme and Anere heavily shelled, say ment indicates that the true remedy American was killed when a Villa
was flying over the German lines in
Paris and London. No important in would be for Americans to refrain hi nd took Jimenez and four Ameri-icar.- duty, in this our day of peace and
France. He was p.ccompnnled to this
a species of trade, which exposes
from
to
In
think
18
abundance,
of
Workers
With
30,000
deep
sympathy
Dispute
fantry activity reported.
were seen under a guard of ban- - of
country by his bride, who wns Barinnocent commerce to suspicion.
tho stricken peoples of tho world
Western Railroads Settled by
Italian statement
admits further
ttt Parr;il during Villa's occupa
oness Giselle de Vavario of Belgium.
A iiurt which attracted much offl llits
whom the curso and terror ol'j
upon
Joint
Compromise,
gains by Austrians in the Carso, where rial notice dealt with the subject of li0n ot that town- "Ceding to re war has so
Young Marburg, who Is twenty-tw- o
pitilessly fallen, and to, nenvcr.-T- he
menace of a strike of
Italian trenches have been captured.
years of age, had met the barbased on the theory that one! ports, oenevcu uy leueral agents to contribute out of our abundant means
peace,
Cold weather prevents developments
the shopmen on eighteen Western
oness shortly before the outbreak of
contention had been that bo authentic, brought to the border to the relief of their sufferings.
American
of plans by Russians or Germans on
railroads, including the Color, do &
the war, while his father was still
exists no military necessity for .y refugees
comu in no Better way
uur
eastern front and little activity la re there
Southern, Colorado Midland, Denver
Refugees further state that the ills snow
the United States nt tha
representing
the blacklist; that it is unnecessary
tnelr real attitude towards the & Rio Grande and the Denver &
court of King Albert. The young man
ported.
for the allies to prejudice neutral com- triet between Parral and Jlmlnez has present struggle of the nations than Rio Grande and the Denver & Salt
been
cleared
n
nt
had
been
front
the
by Villa's followers of by
only month when he was wounded. He was ordered
merce, and that nothing which hap more
contributing out of their abundance
and
than 200 Chines.
approximately into active service en November 9, and on January, 19Jf wns assigned to tha
TIDAL WAVE AT MARSEILLES.
to the relief of the suffering which Lake, men involving
pens in distant neutral countries can
rebeen
has
30,000
definitely
Royal British uviutljn corps. At the time war was declared he was a student
influence the result of the great conwar lias brought In its train.
moved through a compromise between nt Oxford university, England.
FOUR DEAD, THREE INJURED.
Heavy Loss of Life Feared as Result flict.
"In witness whereof, I have here- the brotherhoods
and the railroads
of Worst Storm in Twenty Years.
"It that really were the position,"
unto set my hand and caused the seal
acting in their individual capacities.
Paris. The city of Marseilles was says the note, "it is possible that the Tragedy Mars Annual Grand Prize of the United States to be affixed.
The railroads, by tl.is Agreement,
Contest on Santa Monica Speedway.
WAS PROTEGE OF GRANT
"Done at the city of Washington,
swept by a tidal wave from the Gulf measures taken by his majesty's govSanta Monica, Cal. Four persons this 17th day of November, In the gave the employes, which Include the
of Marseilles, vessels being torn from ernment might be described as un
machinists,
boilermakers,
blacksmiths,
it is not. Wo may well wero killed, one a woman, and three year of our Lord, 191C, and of the In
their moorings and engulfed in moun- called for, butwere
Rear Admiral Thomas B. Howard,
were Injured in tho seventh annual dependence of the Uulted States the carpenters and their helpers, an Inso.
wisli that it
crease of 2',s cents per hour In wages who retired recently, had held many
tains of water, few escaping.
"Even though the military situation International grand prizo automobile Hist.
and an eight-hou- r
The wave, a part of the worst storm of the allies has
day. The men of the most Importnnt posts of the
greatly improved, road race. The event was won by
"WOODROW WILSON.
asked for a much larger lucre, se.
In twenty years, which is gripping all
navy on both sea and land.
there is still a long and bitter struggle Johnny Altkon, driving as relief for By the President.
Admiral Howard is proud of the
Franco, jumped the breakwaters, lift- in front of them, and one which in Hownrd Wilcox. Wilcox was declared
"ROBERT LANSING,
fact that he owes his naval career to
ing crews from the decks of their ves- Justice to the principles for which they the official winner and the new aver-arInitiation Cost Life; Order, $18,000
of
State."
"Secretary
sels and causing their deaths. The
The Alabama a compact his father made with Grant
fighting, imposes upon them the age speed record of 85.55 miles an
Montgomery, Ala.
loss of life will be gnat.
when
two went to war in ISfil. If
President to Take Oath Sunday.
duty of employing every opportunity hour for the 403.24S miles of the
Supreme Court has upheld a decision cither the
failed to return from the war,
The water was carried far into the and every measure which they can course will stand in Wilcox's name.
awarding the estate of Donald A. the survivor
President
Wilson
Washington
probpledged himself to watch
city, taking with it a number of cabins legitimately use to overcome their
Aitken's time, credited to Wilcox, was ably will depart from precedent and Kenny a judgment for $18,000 against
'
nnd small cottages, besides floating
4:42:27. Lewis Jackson, a Los An- take the oath of office as President the Supjreme Lodge of the .Wor.d, over those left behind.
lower floors and cellars of the larger
Captain Hownrd raised his com
geles driver, on his thirteenth lap. of the United States Sunday, March Lcyal Order of Moose, because Kenny
buildings near the water front. Street
swerved Into one of the palm trec.i 4, enly to have the oath readministered lest his life while being initiated Into pany, and was killed, with most of his
Soft Coal Prices Advance.
men. In a railroad accident on his way
cars were overturned and the entire
Charleston, W. Va. Bituminous coal lining the course and caused the death the following day. The Inauguration, the order at Birmingham. It was
trolley system was tied up.
trices at the mine were further ad- ot himself and three others and tne according to the present plan, will claimed that Kenny was killed by an to the front,
After the war Grant Interested
vanced here 25 cents a ton.
L( held Monday, March 5.
Injury of two.
e'ectrlc shock.
German
Sank British Liner.
himself In Howard's two sons. One
Hughes Carries Minnesota by 396.
was sent to West Point The other,
Washington. Announcement by the
Rivera's Body In State.
fjv
.fcssitjjjg
Simple Justice With a Heart In It
Hughes Returns to Lakewood.
St. Paul, Minn. Charles E. Hughes Thomas B received nn
Overseas News' Agency
appointment
San Juan, Porto Rico. The body of
York. Charles E. Hughes and
New
Washington. President Wilson told finally has been officially declared the to Annapolis. When he graduated
that a German submarine tank the Mrs.
Hughes left here for Lakewood, Luis Munos Rivera, late Porto Rican a delegation from the American Fed- winner of Minnesota's twelve electoral Grant sent him a sum
British liner Arabia made a deep im
qf money.
N. J., where they expect to remain for resident commissioner In Washington, eration of Labor that all class
In
official
feeling votes. His plurality over President
and
what yon will," he taid. Tve
pression
quarters here
a fortnight to await the outcome of was taken to Ponce and other cities In America should be wiped out by Wilson as announced at the capitoi been"Buy
removed
all
a boy st graduation time and I
apparently
possibility
to lie in state before burial.
Great the establishment of a "justice with a was 396, the smallest
plurality a Re- know how njiny things youH need."
that this case might take Its place the official count of tha vote in Call crowds gathered at each town to
fornia.
pay
In
IL
He
heart
declared
no
candidate
that
one
for
President
evei
publican
with that of the Persia, sunk In the
One of ilmlral Howard' most cherished possessions today la tha sword
tribute.
who fails to work for this end Is qual- was given In this state. The secre- he bought w.'th Grant's money, an
Mediterranean long ago In some man Contracts Let for Fourteen
appropriate purchase for a military "grad."
Warships.
to
ified
call
himself
state
true
a
American.
the
as
of
announced
totals
In the
tary
ner never cleared up. The British ad'
Howard has been known as a strict disciplinarian, but be
Swedish Ship Sunk.
Awards for the conWashington.
The
the
memberdelegation comprised
Wilson, 179,167; Hughes, 179,563 has never failed to win the affections of his men In whatever post he has
mlralty said the Persia waa torpedoed struction of fourteen of the
London, Lloyd's shipping agency ship of the federation's annual con- Other total
torpedo
figures were: President served. Whenever he changed ship an avalanche of requests flooded the navy
without warning but none of the cen boat
authorized by tne announces that the Swedish steamer vention meeting In Baltimore, and Benson
destroyers
(Sot), 20,117; Hanly (Pro.), department from the men who had come In personal contact with the admiral
tral powers would admit responsibil- last naval appropriation bill were an- Tuva. 2,296 tone gross. Is belier d
came to congratulate the President on 7.793;
Relmer
468; and wished to follow him.
ity for 1L
to have been sunk.
nounced by the navy department
his
Meyer (Progressive), 290.
Teuton Envoys to Quit Greece.
Russia Protests Polish Independence.
Northern Pacific Men Get Raise.
Russia Denies Separata Peace Rumors
Greater New Tork has 831385 school
London. An Athens dispatch to the
Opena 1 SO ,0O0 Acres te Homesteaders.
BITS OF INFORMATION
London. Diplomatic envoys of RusSL Paul, Minn. Northern Pacific
Petrograd. The minister of foreign
pupils.
Exchange Telegraph Company says
Washington. Secretary Lane an
sia, Reuter's Pebograd correspondent nounces that more than 130,000 acres employee arawing less tnan (200 a affairs has sent a telegram to all RusResidents of the Canary Islands are
the German,
Bui
Mew Tork has 1,000 Chinese laun
to hand to wero designated under the
n.onlh will get $5 to $10 more, start-- sian representatives la allied coun- dries.
aeeklng American flow.
tartan and Turkish ministers to ays, have been instructed
enlarged
Of all animals, dogs seem to evince
Greece have been Informed by Vice the governments to which they are homestead act In Colorado In October, ii.g next month, the road officials vol tries declaring Russia's firm determiLuxemburg has an area of 1,000
the keenest musical susceptibility.
Admiral Du Fournet, commander of accredited a protest against the
the following being available for new untarily announced. The high cost of nation not to make a separate peace square miles.
proclamation
must
establishing settlers: Otero county. 18,500 acres; IHing employes
combat waa aa- vnder any circumstances, according to
the allied fleet, that they must depart
Switzerland produces more than 8,- Spain's metallurgical industries are
tha Polish kingdom.
news agency.
the
000 pianos a year.
from Greece.
menaced by the shortage of sheet Iron.
Laa Animas county, 14,000; Pueblo kigned.
Peat is largely used In stoking the Since the beginning of the war tha
county, 12,800.
U. 8. Gold en Increase.
19 Women Section Handa Killed.
Evangeline Beoth Recovers.
Carlton Sprague, Wire Magnate, Dead.
output of Swiss asphalt mines has deNew Tork. After an illness of sev
Washington. Gold In the treasury
Berlin. The Bilkan Express, be- railway engines of Sweden.
New fork. Carleton Sprague, 69,
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his name to a bit of worthless paper,
to buy her Jewelry. You had the matter hushed up, but It's known. And
there are the witnesses who'll swear
to it I tell you, governor, you con
choose right now between signing that
bill and saving your son."
Governor Peters drummed bis hands
on the desk. "Is that all?" he askei
quietly, when Lloyd hud finished.
"Well, nin'l it enough?"
"You confess to huving trapped hlmi
You huve been spying on the boy, luring, him on to ruin me? That woman,
Sadie Du Pas, Is one of your people.
Everybody knows who she is and what
she has been. Kveryone knows she
was paid by you.
How will thut
look?"
"Look?" snorted Lloyd.
"Why, I
suppose people would say, 'that's a
smart trick Boss Lloyd pulled off on
the governor.' But they won't get a
chance to suy It, because you'll turn
dowu that bill."
Very deliberately Governor Peters
stretched out his huud and took a
document from his desk. With steudy
fiiifcu-lie wrote his name at the bottom.
"There's your answer, Mr,
Lloyd," he suld.
Lloyd sprung to his feet, his face
white. "You you've done It," he
stammered.
"All right. You'll see
what mercy that kid will get. That's
your lust word. Is it?'
"No," answered Peters. He rang a
bell, and his secretary, a spectacled
young fellow with sundy hulr, came
in.
"Johnson," said the governor,
"you heard all that?"
"Every word," replied the other.
"Huve it prcpured for the press
exactly as It occurred, and explain
why we used the dictaphone."
Boss Lloyd luughed contemptuously. "That won't go," be retorted. "I
guess the people will think the laugh's
on you, not me. A governor turned
policeman and using a dictaphone to
trap a caller! Maybe someone's used
the dlctnphone on you."
"Perhaps," said Peters. "Are you
going to have the boy arrested?"
"What?" shouted Lloyd.
"I'm going to send him to Jail, und the news
Is going to be
on every
paper in the state."
"I don't think so," returned Peters
quietly. "I have no son."
"Say, that's something new, ain't
it?"
"Not at all," said the governor
quietly. "He's only nn adopted son.
His father wanted him, but", having
found him, I thought It best to let him
grow up unashamed.
However, It
seems to be In the blood, and I wash
hand of him.
He's yours,
my
Lloyd."

Governor's'
Dilemma

(Copyright,

1916,

by W. G. Chapman.)

The governor was not playing the
game as it should be played. That
much was common talk at the cnpltol
It was all very well for hi in to take
up an attitude of opposition to Boss
Lloyd, but why had he run for gov
He
ernor under Lloyd's auspices?
must have known LIojJ was not K'v
lug away something for nothing.
There were some who Justified the
governor tn claiming tlmt a man con
not get Into political life at all un
less he is willing to accept some
shady backing. But Governor Peters
hud swung round the minute he took
the oath of office, announced tlmt he
meant to be the "People's Governor,'
and fought Lloyd tooth and null, and
fought him to a standstill.
Peters hud been Boss Lloyd's law.
yer In the old days. He knew the
secret tragedy of his life.
Peters'
wife had left him a few years after
their marriage, taking with her their
only child, a boy. Lloyd, with nil his
influence, bud never heard of her
again, had never set eyes on her sluce
that day. Peters had still been try.
lng to discover hur when Lloyd nom
inated him for office.
Peters had been a very quiet man,
Few knew him ; It was not till the papers were full of the life story of the
new governor that It was known he
was a married men, with a son at
the State university. Lloyd, In par
When he
ticular, had not known.
knew he sef to work to get Peters
in leudlng strings.
And he had him.
He exulted as he walked up the hill
toward the executive offices. He did
not wince when Governor Peters kept
him waiting half an hour while he
chatted with an old negro nurse,
though other tnen would not huve kept
him waiting at all, und would have
broken off any othur interview Immediately.
At last Lloyd was admitted Into the
governor's office. He snt down, triumph upon his face. Peters looked
at him Inquiringly. "Well, sir?" he
asked.
"It ain't often I come here ,now, Mr.
DIED BLIND AND IN POVERTY
Peters," Lloyd began.
"Often enough for nty requirements," answered the governor.
inventor of Steam Foghorn an ExGood Lord!"
"Tour requirements?
ample of the Ingratitude of
said the boss, breathing hard. "Ain't
the World.
s
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Peters?

Do you sup-
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pose you'll stand anywhere when your
term is through? I could have sent
you to the White House."
"What Is the purpose of your vis-I- t
7" demanded Governor Peters.
"Pra coming to that," answered
Lloyd. "But I want to ask you. Governor, do you think you have treated
me right since you've been In office?"
"I think so. Don't you?" asked
Peters.
"No, sir!"
Lloyd's fist thumped
down on the desk. "When you ran on
my ticket It was tacitly understood
that you would support my policies."
"Which are to make as much as you
can for .xpurself and your followers In
the shape of contracts."
"Ton knew It when you ran."
"A wise man does not commit himself In the way you are trying to make
"As
me," answered the governor.
your lawyer, Lloyd, I have done my
best for you. As the people's lawyer
for that Is what my Job amounts to
I do my best for them. Now what
have you come to speak to me about?"
"About the Hood bill," answered
Lloyd. "The people don't care a rap
about It. I'll go further. They're
gainst It They want the municipal
forces In all the departments manned
and staffed as they used to be. Ton
ay It wasn't fair? But it was fair.
There wasn't a decent young fellow
that couldn't get a Job tn the police
or fire departments If he wanted one.
Now you're going to make It a matter
of competition. Competition In what?
Brawn? Judgment?
Courage? No,
A man can be a
ta
fine scholar and not have sense
enough to keep out of the rain, let
lone be a policeman. That bill goes
tjnslgned."
Boss Lloyd leaned forward and
spoke earnestly.
"I know what you're going to say,
that It ain't my business. But It Is.
I've got a hold on yon, and If you sign
that bill your son at the university
goes to Jail yea, to Jail, sir."
The governor started and looked
keenly at the, other. "What bas be
done?" be asked.
"Too ktow what he's done. Ton
know that woman up at the nnlrer
alty that got
beap of students Into
trouble last year. Ton know be put

d

The man who Invented and Installed
the first steam foghorn died blind and
in poverty despite his varied attainments and achievements in widely
differing fields. He was John Foulis,
a Scotchman, who came to St. John,
N. B., In the early yeurs of the lust
century.
An Interesting description of this
versatile Scot Is given In a pupcr read
before the St. John Historical society
by William Murdoch. C. E. Murdoch
says of Foulis :
"He was a nephew of the brothers
Robert OWl Andrew Foulis of Glns- gow, printers and publishers, whose
productions were the admiration of
ull their contemporaries, and whose
edition of Horace, published In 1744,
was hung up sheet hf sheet. In Glasgow, and a reward ottered for the discovery of a single error.
"This scion of on intelligent breed
was a graduate of Glasgow university. After various experiences when
a young man, even to serving as surgeon on a whaling ship, he finally settled In St. John and became a land
surveyor, artist, analytical chemist
and a civil and mechanical engineer.
His survey of the River St. John Is
still in vogue in the Crown lund office of this province.
His chemical
knowledge ranged from analyzing
ores to making his own whisky when
overtnken by adversity.
"While operating as a mechanical
engineer and owning a foundry he
the first steam ferryboat to
cross St. John harbor, besides the first
steain craft to ply the St. John river.
Later on, when Mr. Foulis was the en
gineer of the light and signal service
of the government of New Brunswick,
his principal charge being Partridge
Island (at the harbor's entrance),
wheron was an automatic fog bell, I J
proposed a steam whistle, steam whistles being then new to the world.
"Later on his suggestion wns acted
upon. There was no patent law then
and though In his old age, blind and
poor, be was given no compensation,
nd the Inventor of the foghorn died
In poverty."
Suspended Animation.

It has been determined

that the
fluids of insect bodies, for Instance,
freeze at 41 degrees Fahrenheit any
vital function becoming impossible at
this temperature. At temperatures between this point and the temperature
at which death wilt occur, a strange
condition of suspended animation exists, the organism being, as It were,
between life and death. In auch a
state the vital functions stop work, and
as there Is no activity In the body, no
food Is required. Animals placed In
this state are readily restored by the
gradual rise In temperature. This condition can be compared with that of a
clock with stopped pendulum, the
mechanism of whlcb could be at any
moment started again by a slight Impulse given to the pendulum.
The Reason.
"Why are Indians more stoical In
the face of death than white men?"
"That's easy. Indians are accustomed to dyeing."
Country With a Future.
Americans frequently fall to appreciate the alse of Australia and the
number of Its people. This great continent has an area of M19.320 square
mile within the tropical zone, and
132531 square miles within the temperate tone. It bas 6,000,000 people,
almost wholly of British origin.

BABIES MIXED BY
HOSPITAL
One Mother

Is

NURSE

Learns "Dead"

Cured,

"Cured"

Other

Child

Finds

DENIED $1 A WEEK,
HUSBAND RUNS AWAY
"He Might Spend Some of It on
Beer and Frivolity,"
Wife Objects.

Child Dead.

.

The KiTcnm
la never a thins remembered so
As a word with kindness fraught;
And never a aky with aa bright a, glow
As you made with a loving thought

Thar

DISHE8.
New York. From the moment she
There might, have been a better
entered the domestic relations court In
JOY TURNS TO GRIEF Mount Vernon, following the police- rake but there neverthehas been one to
equal
men who had her husband In charge,
pound cuke of our grandlittle Mrs. Henry Erb had the symCream
mother's.
Mistake Brings Happiness to One pathy of all present.
of a cupful of butalvoice
low
In
so
as
a
and
Briefly
to
Another
Home and Sorrow
ter with two cupfuls of
most to bo Inaudible the wife told her
Dead Baby Sent in Sealed Cofflour, beat one cupful of
wu8 Just another abandonIt
story.
fin to Wrong Home.
whole eggs until very
ment case. Erb, making $50 a month
light, then add to the eggs
ou the Harlem ruilroud, had suddenly
f
one and
cupfuls
Yonkers, N. Y. As a result of a mis- decided to quit, leaving his wife to
of sugar and a tenspoon-fu- l
take In the records of the Contagious make the best of It alone. Reluctant
of baking powder.
Diseases hospital here, one mother re- even in her desperation to take such a
Add the egg mixture to
cently learned that her child, whom step, she had appealed ta the police.
the
flour
und butter, a little nt a time,
she believed she bud buried, was alive And there, to testify to official effand well, and another mother, called iciency, stood Erb in court, his heavy until all are well mixed. Flavor to
taste
nnd beat vigorously with long,
to the hospltul to clulm her buby us brows knit In a straight line.
J
strokes. Bake in a loaf or a shalcured, found thut her child Was dead.
"If I suspend sentence will you re- light
Michael Nupls went to work the oth- turn to your wife ami try to do the low tin.
Banbury Tarts. Make the tarts as
er morning bumming a Russian mel- right thing?" nsked Judge Appell.
usual or as small turnover pies, fill
ody, for a card which the priest had
"Whut would the sentence be?"
translated for him hud lifted the speculated Erb. "Well, It doesn't make with the following: A half cupful of
rulslns, a half cupful of currants, the
shadow that had hung over his home
rind und Juice of u half a lemon, a
for weeks. It suld thut his little girl,
little Jelly and sugar, If needed, all
eighteen months old, whom a
cooked until smooth, then fill the tarts.
man bud tuken uway in un
Boiled Ham. Get a good country
ambulance despite his wife's protests,
cured ham nnd sonk overnight Next
had recovered from infantile paralymorning put It Into a boiler with
sis.
enough cold water to cover, add a pint
In obedience to the summons, Mrs.
of vinegar nnd four cupfuls of brown
Nnpis was to call at the hospital and
sugar, one dozen cloves. Let the ham
when Michael returned thut evening
simmer three hours, then place It In
there would be one more smile to wela shallow pan, skin side up, add some
come him.
of the liquor In which It wns boiled
Clutching the card, Mrs. Napls took
nnd bake two hours, busting often.
her seat on the edge of a bench In the
When done remove the skin. Make a
office of the hospital. When her turn
dressing of one beaten egg, two
cumo she thrust the bit of pustebourd
of sugar, one teuspoonful of
nurse who
at the trim, efllcient-looklnf
a tenspoonful
dry mustard,
questioned her.
of celery seed. Spread this over the
Not Her Baby.
top of the ham, sprinkle with bread
A few more tense minutes, und the
crumbs, put Into the oven, let brown,
nurse returned, carrying a buby. Smildust with pepper In spots the size of a
at
mother's
the rapture in the
face,
half dollar.
ing
she luld the child In her urms, druwing
Baked Hubbard Squash. Select well
down the blanket a trifle.
ripened squash, cut In half, remove
emoMrs. Napls, turning to hide her
the seeds, scraping the Inside to retion from the people who hud kept her
move nil the membrane. Hake In the
shell nnd when done, scrape out the
baby so long, bent her heud over the
Then she wheeled
nestling burden.
squash nnd mash with plenty of butsuddenly, suspicion glowing in her feater, salt and pepper to taste.
.Slavic sentences
tures.
Torrential
Chicken Pie. For chicken pie,, cut
burst from her lips. She thrust the "There You
Cried Mrs. up two fowls and cook with un onion
Are,
Judge!"
und a slice or two of salt pork until
baby back Into the' urms of the nurse
Erb.
und collapsed on the bench, weeping.
tender; then place In the baking dish
An interpreter was culled. He ex- much difference at tlmt. If you enn't cover with n gravy made of the chicken
plained that Mrs. Napls stild the child make her promise to give me a dollar liquor, cream und seasonings thickened
was not hers; thut she wanted her a week, like I ulways begged her to, with Hour; cover with a rich biscuit
own buby.
I'd just us soon spend the rest of my crust In the form of biscuits as it is
There was considerable delay. Mrs. life in Jail."
easier to serve.
"There you ure, Judge!" cried Mrs,
Napls sat silent on the edge of the
I will make this day worth while. I
AnothErb. "Thut shows you the man. Ever
bench, rocking buck und forth.
will play the game today with a warm
since we've been married lie's pestered
heart nnd a cool head. I will smlla
me for a dollar a week to spend on
when 1 feel like frowning. I will be
patient when I feel tempted to Beold.
chewing tobacco,"
I
will take personal command ot
"Does he spend It nil that way?" the
court wunted to know.
"I haven't uny doubt he would if he
SEASONABLE DISHES.
got it."
The stern light had gone out of the
When one Is fortunate enough to
judicial eyes. Erb looked Into them obtain a piece of venison, try spicing a
and saw a brother man.
piece for a change. Rub
"Please, judge," he pleaded, pressing
the meat with salt, pepthe advantage, "can't I have a dollar
per, cloves, and allspice,
a week for chewing und little things I
well mixed ; then put it
need?"
in the buklng pan. Pour
Mrs. Erb, who had miraculously
over It one cupful of meltseemed to grow Into a eoinmandlnfi
ed butter or less, add one
figure, objected thut purt of the weekly
sliced onion, a sprig of
dollur might be spent ou beer. But
thyme, three sprigs of
Judge Appell was ulreudy engaged In parsley, the strained Juice of a lemon
dismissing the abandonment charge and a cupful of hot water; cover and
und entering un order directing thut hake in it hot oven until tender. SprinErb get his allowunce.
kle with flour und add a small glass of
current Jelly; allow to brown.
Boston Wonders. Bent one egg very
VISIT SON 70 YEARS OLD
light, add a quarter of u teuspoonful of
Father, aged 91, and Mother, Aged 67, salt and stir in uenough flour very gradCall on Son in
ually to make stiff paste. Turn tills
out on a floured board and roll us thin
Denver.
ns a sheet of paper. Cut In lurge
Denver, Colo. Mr. and Mrs. James rounds und fry In smoking hot flit.
Collapsed on the Bench, Weeping.
S. Jones of Buchanan county, Mis- Drain, sprinkle with powdered sugar
er woman entered. She was In mourn- souri, who have been mnrrled 71 years, and serve with honey, sirup or preson, serves. These are also good to serve
ing, and It was plain to see that she, ore visiting their
too, was a Russian. Mrs. Napls puid Clabe Jones, in this city. Mr. Jones is with a sulud course, unsprlnkled with
Is n sweet oue.
no heed.
ninety-on- e
years old and his wife four sugar unless the salad
Roast Guinea Chickens. Put two
With dulled eyes she saw the child years younger. They were married
that she had refused pluced in the July 22, 1845, and have had 14 chil- tublespoonfuls of butter In each chickarms of the woman in black. She suw dren, seven boys nnd seven girls. Four en after preparing them. Tie two
face go bluuk for a are living, all over sixty years old. slices of bacon over the breasts of the
the
should be trussed for roastmoment and then kindle with Joy.
Fifty-eiggrandchildren are living, birds which
ing. Wrap them In buttered paper or
200
and ten
Baby She Sought Was Dead.
Then the Interpreter was called
slip Into a paper bag well greased
a quick
Mr. Jones has 12 brothers and sis- and bake for half an hour In
again. Sitting beside Mrs. Nupis, be
told her thnt her little girl was dead. ters, and he was the first white child oven. Serve on a hot dish garnished
It hud succumbed two weeks ago, und born In Rush township, Rush county. with rolls of bacon ; serve with guuvu
through some error had been sent In Indiana. Three of these brothers are Jelly.
u settled coffin to the home of Mrs. still living. Mrs. Jones was one of 11
Apple Schmarren. Make a thin batJohn Vulkoff, whose daughter Rose, children, and two of her sisters are ter of two tublespoonfuls of milk, one
tublespoonful of flour, a benten egg, a
eighteen months old, was also in the living.
pinch of salt and slice Into this one
paralysis ward.
large cored and peeled apple. Have a
"It was a mistake," the Interpreter
Suspect Turns Detective.
of fut in a hot frying
repeated. "Your child died and they
Chicago. Arrested as a suspect In tublespoonful
cook until
the robbery of a confectionery, James pan, pour In the batter nnd
thought It was Rose Valkoff."
serve with powdered sugar.
Mrs. Napls urose slowly and, withMorgan, fourteen, turned detective, brown;
Cabbage With Sausage. Remove
out n glance nt the happy woman In looked around the neighborhood until
and take
bluck, the smiling baby or the efficient-lookin-g he found two youths gorging them- the outer lenve of a cabbage
nurse, she walked from the selves with candy and caused their a good slice off the top, removing the
room. She muttered something as she arrest. They confessed, clearing him. heart, leaving a cavity In which the
suusage is pluced. Replace the top
walked.
and tie well with a string, drop into a
"What does she say?" asked the
Blum Blooms Into Flower.
water nnd cook
nurse, who feared the shock might
New York. Albert L. Blum bloomed pot of fnst boiling
tender. Serve hot
have unbalanced the woman.
Into a flower when he secured the su- until the cabbage ismethod is to
plnce
"She says, "What shall I tell Mich- preme court's permission to change his or cold. Another
the leaves. If the
ael
name to Flower. His original cogno- the sausage between
replied the Interpreter.
cabtoo
the
solid, tying
head is not
men grated on the nerves of
as above.
and
a
cloth
tn
cooking
bage
MOONSHINER CHURCH PILLAR clerks, be said.
onions unpeeled thrown
Into a bed of coals in the grate nnd
Then He Fled.
Tennessee Whisky Maker Concealed
roasted until tender, then the sklnf
Huntington, N. Y. "If any more let- taken off and served with butter and
His Trade Behind Mask of
me burn 'em," said Wilcome
for
ters
Piety.
will be a dish fit for a queen.
liam Garner as he fled from the town snlt,
Latticed potatoes, fried In deep fat
278
from
after
replies
girls
receiving
Tenn.
Government
Linden,
agents
to a golden brown and served with
have captured whom they claim Is the wbo answered his "pretty man" adverparsley to surround a boiled fish,
wife.
a
for
tisement
In
of
the
moonshiners
of
vicinity
king
serves both as a vegetable accompaniHadof
In
James
the person
tbls place.
ment and a work of art
At 94 Sees First. Show.
dock, an aged and respected citizen.
Matilda
Mrs.
York.
New
Martin,
For 40 years, according to the agents,
came to New York from
he has been at the head of one of the ninety-foumost successful and elusive distilleries her borne In Allentown, Fa., and attended a theater for the first time In
in the moonshine belt
Not Cut Out for a Surgeon.
Haddock was arrested Just as he her life.
Hawkins "Baxter's son didn't suc
was finishing a fervent prayer In the
ceed as a surgeon." Bobbins "what
Waits 22 Years for Evidence.
Linden church, where he had been a
was the trouble?" Hawkins "Too
N.
Y.
Declaring
Long Island City,
plUar for many years. He was taken
He operated on one pato the county jail to await trial at the It took him 22 years to secure grounds tient for something that another felfor action, William M. Purdy has just low had."
forthcoming term of court.
Judge.
secured a divorce. Purdy and his wife
bad been separated for 22 years.
Steals From Mother's Doctor.
Nurse's Hard Job.
Fond da Lac, Wis. While hip mothyou
nurse,
Doctor "Remember,
er was being operated on, Leo Has-sePledges Gold Teeth for a Drink.
must
the patients cheerful, and
stole S30 from the pocket of the
Chicago. Joseph Hefferman admit- not letkeep
them get downhearted." Nurse
physician who was attending her. He ted to Judge Maboney that he had his
"But what can I do, doctor? Six of
and
extracted
teeth
tfcjca
pawned
la charged with grand larceny.
gold
them have proposed to me already this
for drink. He was fined 925.
morning."
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SPLENDID SPECIMENS OF BEEF TYPE.
ITnlted Btatea Depart
(Prepared by the
ment or AKriculture-Meat and meat animals are marketed
by three general methods In the United
Slates, the extent to which the particular practices are employed varying
greatly In different sections of the country. The three general methods are:
Shipping to the large centralized markets, selling to local butchers and packers uud selling in the form of
meuts to deulers or consumers.
There ure also marked differences In
the extent to which the different
classes of animals are marketed in the
three ways. These facts are brought
out In a report of a survey of livestock and
conditions
of the country mude by specialists of
the United States department of agriculture uud recently published us Part
V of a comprehensive study of the
meat situation in the United States.
The bulk of the animals from the
Central states, it was found, Is sold
through the centralized markets, while
some form of local murketing predominates in tho extreme eastern,
western and southern sections.
The greut central markets handle
s
of the sheep and lambs,
of the hogs, and approximately
f
of the beef cattle. For local
of the beef
slaughter about
of the sheep und
cuttle,
of the hogs nre
Inmbs, nnd
sold. Nearly
of the hogs
nnd about
of the beef cattle
and
of the sheep nnd
lambs ure slaughtered on fanns and
ranges. Relatively more sheep ure
d

g
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one-hal-

dne-thir- d

h

one-thir- d

one-tent- h

of the Industry is the concentration of
ownership. Packing establishments buy
directly from the producer In California to a greater extent than In any
other state or section. This practice,
which In the opinion of the specialists,
will continue to be Important in those
parts of the country remote from centralized markets, Is most characteristic
of the western group of states in general. There is a decided difference of
opinion among producers, marketmen,
and packers as to the effects of this
practice in sections supplied with central markets on the general market
prices of live stock und ou the prosperity of cattle rulsers.
Municipally owned or controlled
abattoirs ure becoming Increuslngly important in the locul murketing of livo
stock, the report shows, and are displacing rapidly the old type of slaughterhouse. Public abattoirs have been
established in 22 cities and 13 stales.
Local conditions should determine'
whether or not a city should build Its
own ubuttoir, and a thorough examination of conditions, therefore, should bo
made before definite action is tuken.
Croat vuriatlons were found to exist
In the losses of, and damage to, live
stock In transit on different railroads.
On one road the claims paid umounterl
to 10 per cent of the revenue during a
certain period, and on another to less
than 5 per cent. The total clulms for
on
such loss and damage In
27 railroads were $1,245,477.81.
Tho
uverago rates on live stock for the
years 1(11 1 and 1013 were found to be
10 cents per hundred pounds for eastern or official territory, 11.0 cents for
southern territory, and 14.9 cents for
western territory.
Tlie correlation between average livestock und meat prices over relatively
long periods Is closer than Is generally
understood. When the price of live
stock rises or fulls, meut prices tend to
change in the same directions, but the
meat prices nre not subject to abrupt
daily fluctuutions, which are one of the
most adverse features of
market conditions,
In order to secure information as to
the relutlve cost of the different factors or steps In the processes of marketing animuls und the proportions of
the final price reuchlng the farmer and
other parties to the transactions, the
specialists traced several typical lots
of beef cattle from producer to consumer, both through centralized markets and where the animals were disposed of locally. In the former cuse the
furmer's share of the gross returns
ranged from 54 per cent to 83 per cent,
while from 2 per cent to 5 per cent
went to pay market expenses, 2 per
cent to 9 per cent was received by the
packers, and 8 per cent to 33 per cent
In the locul sales,
by the retailers.
from C2 per cent to 84 per cent of the
gross returns was received by the
farmer nnd from 15 per cent to 88 per
cent by the retuller. The detailed figures indicate, however, thut even when
account is taken of the fact that lower
grade stock Is sold locally the returns
from such sales are not as greut relatively as those from sales through centralized markets.
1913-101- 4
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Good Beef Breed.

shipped In cnrload lots by owners than
any other class of live stock. Cattle,
bogs and calves follow in the order
named. In sales to locul buyers hogs
lend, with cnlves, cattle and sheep following In order.
The study discloses that the time of
buying stackers and feeders and the
selling of finished animals is restricted too generally to a few months of
g
the yenr. Should
operations be better adjusted to tnurket cona
towurd
a
Influence
decided
ditions,
more even distribution of the supply
would be the result
associations of cattle
misers are becoming an flhpnrtant factor in marketing, the report shows.
Seven hundred and fifty organizations
which market cattle In a
way now exist in 15 states. Four
hundred and thirty of these organizations are primarily
shipping
associations. The greatest activity of
this sort was found in Minnesotu,
where 215
shipping associations are located. The department specialists declare that these
associations bring greater returns to
the farmers because of the reduction
of marketing expenses and the realization of the prevailing prices at the centralized markets, and that they are also
Valuable because of their educatlonul
features.
The system of centralized
markets in the United States Is the
largest single factor In the marketing
of meat animals. It Is noteworthy thut
this system Is peculiar to the United
States, no other country having
such markets for their live
stock. Not only Is live stock sold for
slaughter at the centralized markets,
but a large proportion of stocker nnd
feeder cattle also passes through these
market centers.
The chief outlet for
animals in this country, the study discloses. Is wholesale slaughtering and
meat packing. Such Industries usually
are associated with the great centralized markets. More than 1,200 slaughestablishtering and
ments were operating In the United
States in 1014, and turned out products
The specialists
worth $1,651,765,424.
report that one of the striking features
stock-feedin-
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Selling Your Produce.
A system of distribution Is Just as
Important for the fruit grower as a
system of production. Without the one
the other Is useless. Without a system of distribution, the production becomes a liability Instead of an asset

COST OF FARMERS'
MUTUAL

,

INSURANCE

(By J. O. RANK IN. Missouri
lege of Agriculture.)

Col-

Few now doubt the vulue of
Insurance If the cost enn be
kept low enough to keep it from
being too greut a burden. Of
course, for every dollar's worth
of property destroyed someone
must pay. Insurance simply distributes this loss so that it
doesn't fall so heavily on the
inun who happens to be unfortunate. The efficient company will
give the greatest possible protection for the least possible cost In
addition to the actual payment
of loss. There are said to be
fnrmers' mutuul compunles In
this country bundling over a million dollars In risks at a cost ot
less than $200 a year, excluding,
of course, the losses paid. The
typical farmers' company can do
things of this kind because It
pays no salaries, or only a very
small salary to a secretary.
Often there Is no payment except a small amount per day to
a secretary and adjuster for the
time actually given In adjusting
losses. In addition to this, there
Is some slight expense for postage in case members are notified
of meetings and assessments by
mall, and for pnper, envelopes
and a few simple office supplies
of this kind.

Save the Manure.
The liquid manure flawing from the
compost heap In the barnyard may be
profitably applied to muck soils, ai
this liquid Is well charged with the
soluble potash generally In the carbonate form.

It Takes Study.
Area.
The Sugar-Bee- t
Scientific or expert farmers cannot
The area planted to sugar beets in
the United States tn 1916 Is estimated make bard and fast rules for every
s 768,500 acres, as compared with farmer. Farmers must study and work
664300 acres In 1915, and 514,600 In out tbeir different conditions more ot
less for themselves.
1914.
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Private baths, steam heat
"A trip to Ojo Caliente Hot Springs will
long your life"
For fvrtrier particulars addrrss
A. F. JOSEPH, MANAGER, .
Ojo Caliente Taos County New Mexico

